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ABSTRACT
The three aonodeuterated isomers of bro&ahensene have been prepared 
fro® the corresponding dibroffiobenzenes by means of the Orign&rd reaction* 
Their absorption spectra, together with that of the normal compound,
have been determined in the infrared region from 650 to 3oOC ceT̂ * and
oin the ultraviolet region fro® 2300 to 3000 A* These spectra have been 
analyzed and frequency assignments made*
The ultraviolet 0*0 absorption Band was found '-o bo the result of 
the allowed transition, giving a very Intense vibr&ticnless
transition* The mechanism of the eorres'fXmdlng transition in benzene was 
found still to be of importance, resulting in a strong band about 52(1 cia* ̂ 
above the vibratlonlees transition in all four compounds. Superimposed 
cm these two bands, there were fount1 three totally symmetric vibrational 
frequencies of about 1000 eaf ̂ which presumably arise fro® the excited 
state*
The infrared spectra of the liquid and vapor were determined for 
the four compound a and frequency assignments made where possible* The 
deuteriua bending frequency in bro®obenzene£-d was found to be very 
low* This was attributed to a strong interaction between the ortho 
hydrogens and the bromine a toss*
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As early as 1905 Baly sad Tryhom (21) and Hartley (50) attempted 
to correlate the absorption spectra of ©ono-oubatltutcd honmm deriva­
tive with orientation upon substitution and molecular structure# For 
the past few years a program of research with a similar object in vim  
baa been in progress at Louisiana State University*
file method of approach consists of preparing the aonodeuterated 
leasers of a nuaber of mono*substituted benssene derivatives!, determining 
their infrared and ultra-violet absorption spectra and, eventually, 
their Rasan spectra* This data when used in conjunction with that ob­
tained fra tbs noraal coepound provides additional information which 
it is hoped will Bake possible the determination of the potential 
functions of these aoleeales* Of particular interest are changes in 
the earbon-hydrogen force constants due to the mafoetituteni group*
The work to be described consists of the preparation of the deu- 
terated isomers of broaobensene, the determination of tb© infrared ab­
sorption spectra of the liquid and the vapor and the determination of 
the ultra-violet absorption spectra of the vapor* An analysis of these 
spectra and tentative assignments of some of the observed frequencies 
constitutes the major portion of this work*
1
mnm or tm um&mm
A very large amount of work has been don© on tho subject of mole­
cular spectra and its correlation with structure, particularly witliin 
the last twenty years* Ho attempt will b© made to present a general 
writ* of th© literature. Only that neeassary for a general background 
of the subject and that which pertains to broacben&ene and tho other 
halobenrenee will be presented here*
Three books and a mother of papers have been used extensively in 
this study* While they do not deal with the particular compound under 
consideration and often not eves with aromatic molecules they are ex* 
eellent for acquiring a general knowledge and understanding of the sub­
ject* Qlasstone*e Theoretical Charafotrv (48) gives an excellent and 
concise account of the methods and theory used in spectroscopic studies 
of molecular structure* A series of papers by Ingold and his colla­
borators (1, 2, 3, A, 13, H, 15, 16, 18, 29, 54, 55, 56, $7, 58, 59, 
78, 96, 97, 98} on the structure of bonsene affords an unparalleled 
example of the experimental and theoretical methods used as well as an 
excellent example of the use of isotopic substitution. Perhaps the 
most useful single source warn the book by Harsherg, Infrared ffsBtaa 
Spectra pf Polyatomic gffitê ralea (52). It supplies all the necessary 
introduction to the theojy of vibrational spectra and summarises avail­
able data on certain specific compounds*
Unfortunately, there is no single good source of information con- 
eerning the theory and methods of electronic molecular spectra* 
Glaseton© treats the subject in his book but does not cover it In
2
3
sufficient detail, hot does he take up complex molecules# Introduction 
&uantraa Iteahanios by ftH&ling and Wilson (75) Is useful concerning 
wsny pcints* Spotier and feller (92) hove published an excellent review 
article on the subject shlch gives a good coverage of th© theory and 
applications to a number of observed spectra as well as a good biblio­
graphy.
Electronic Spectra
Electronic Sp^ctrp- Ĝeneral« While there are a number of paper s in the 
literature on the ultraviolet absorption spectrum of feromofeenaene there 
are none In which the spectrum Is thoroughly analysed as In the case of 
benzene (91)f toluene {8£), fluorobenzene (101) and chlorc-^nzen© (93) * 
Because of this and because of th© similarity of the a© compounds to 
broaobensen© a few of the paper® which give detailed analyses of these 
spectra will be discussed#
Parvis (80, 81) studied the near ultraviolet absorption spectra 
of chlorobenzene and bromobensene in the vapor state, in ethyl alcohol 
solution and in thin filrs# He found that Hie vapor spectra in each 
ease exhibited a Isr^e number of hands which could be classified In 
seven major groupings# The spectra of the thin films and solutions exr 
hlblted only seven ret tho r broad and diffuse bands#
E lings tedt (61) studied the absorption spectra of broao**, lodo-
oand p-d ihromobeneene in hexane solution down to about 2000 A and found 
twelve rather broad bands. Doub and Vanderhelt (4.2) studied the ultra­
violet spectra of a number of mono- and di« substituted hemsenes in 
solution and noted the effect of the substltutont group in shifting 
the two major absorption bands*
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Sasaki (63) detervdnsd th© ultra-violet absorption spectra for a 
number of benzene compounds, Including bromobenssenc, end was able to 
correlate the vibrational frequencies discovered In th© Raman spectra 
with those ebserbed in the ultrs-violet spectra. He alt>o observed a 
few frequencies not found In the Homan.
Asogoe and Xkemoto (7) made a study of th?» absorption spectra of 
bronobensene. They found three frequencies and progressions of these 
frequencies occurring in the excited state and were able to assign nearly 
all bands to coabinationa of these three* falerstsin (95) published an 
abstract of bis investigation of the ultra-violet spectrum of hromobea- 
sens but apparently did not publish the paper* He disagreed with the 
assignments of Ascgee and Xkemoto in several respects*
Price and Walsh (79) studied the absorption spectrins of bromo- 
benzene with other compounds in tho vacuum ultra-violet and found that 
tbs spectrum of the pi electrons shif ted to longer wave lengths, as com­
pared to ehlorobensen*. They attributed this to a decreased inductive 
effect which aore than compensated for th® fact that th© resonance ef­
fect is greater with chlorine than with broadnc.
Other types of electronic spectra have been helpful in the study 
of ben sen© and &any of its derivatives. However, Schuler and Woeldick©
(85) found no spectra in th® glow discharge of bromohemene and chloro- 
ben sane. Russell and Stewart (84) found that brooobeneene ae well a® 
lodo benzene gave no Tecla-Luraine esâ noe spectrum while ©hlorobenssen® 
emitted feebly and fluorobenzeno p;av© n number of sharp, relatively in­
tense bands.
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Sponer and co-workers (91) mad® an analysis of the mar ultra­
violet absorption band of banana. They assuBi<?d thnt only cm® elec­
tronic level was active in the ©xeited stet© and found th© vibrational 
structure of the system, to ba in agreement with tho selection ru3.es 
for a forbiddan transition Ajg— This transition i® mad© possible 
©hen vibrations of type Eg distort th© molecule* This interpretation 
•a® found to be In agreement with th© observed spectra of hexadeutero- 
be&sene and with solid bensen©, (&9)
The near ultra-violet absorption spectrum of raonodeuterlobonaene 
has been determined and analysed by B©ck and Sponer ( )  and by Garforih 
and Ingold (47 }• They found that its absorption spectrum resulted from 
a forbidden transition which was made allowed by the 603 geT̂  vibration 
corresponding to the 606 caT* vibration of Sg symmetry in bensens* The 
Increased ease of the deuterium atom was sufficient to cause a slight 
dleeyametiy in the electronic atructu e and to allow the 0-0 band to 
appear weakly, Garforth and Ingold assigned a number of frequencies 
appearing in the ground and excited states* Th© strong vibrational 
bands appearing the excited state were primarily carbon vibrations, 
Aa&goe and Ikeeoto studied fluorobeneene and chlorobonzene in their 
series of papers on th© bensrene derivatives (6, %  10, 11), They
found five strong bands which they attributed to the 0-0 transition and 
the superposition of four totally symmetrical vibrations in th® excited 
state. They identified six eerie® and were able to assign nearly all 
band® to these aerie®,
Arnold end Kistiakowsky (5) determined the absorption spectra for 
a number of benzene derivatives. Including ehlorobenjsene, at the
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temperature of liquid nitrogen* Th© temperature dep^denc® shown by a 
master ©? bands later proved to be helpful in the detailed analyst* of 
these spectra*
3pone r and Woilman (93) made a very detailed study of th® near 
ultra-violet absorption spectrum of jaonoehlorohenzone. They deduced that 
the forbidden Ajg — transition in benzene would become th® allowed 
A^— transit cm in ehlorobensen© due to the loss of syiametry du© to 
the substitution of the chlorine. The m m  ■sehanlsm that made the ap­
pearance of th® absorption band In bensen© possible was found to be im­
portant in otter compounds* giving rise to * forbidden” bauds. This 
analysis disagreed with that of Asagoe and Ikemoto in several respects.
Woilman (101) studied the absorption spectn® of fluorobensen®. He 
forad it to be very similar to that of ahlorob©n®en© except that the 0-0 
bead was stronger due to the greater perturbation of the ring by the 
fluorine and that the forbidden part of the spectrum was not so intense*
Several papers have teen published by various authors which deal 
primarily with theory and which say be applied to bromobenz-ene. Sklar
(86) attributed the intensification of the ultra-violet absorption In 
substituted, ever unsubstituted, benzene t© th© deslrucbi n ©f the 6-fosld 
axis of syssetry ©f benzene by the partial migration of an electron into 
©r out of th® ring. It was concluded that a radical would produce a 
large lntenslfieatlen of absorption if it had a low ionization potential* 
a pair of non-bonding P electrons and a not too great a distance from 
the ring carbon to the electronic center of the radical.
In a later paper Sklar (87) showed that there was a one-to-one 
correspondence between the observed long wavelength electronic bands of
?
bensene end those expected fro® the calculations with symmetrical saol©- 
cular orbitals. A comparison of the theoretical and measured oscillator 
strengths of several aono-substi uted benzene derivatives seemed to eon- 
flw the eonolusions drawn in the earlier paper.
Sponer (90} investigated th© spectra of substituted bensenes. On 
tho assumption that th© level© between which the corresponding electronic 
transitions take place la the substituted benacmes can be identified with 
the levels into which the bensene levels go over upon transforming 
sya®©try to the respective other symmetries the nature of these electro- 
xde levels and the general appearance of the corresponding spectra can 
be predicted. Predictions for several halo-benaene derivatives simplified 
tbs interpretation of their spectra.
Electronic Spectra— ^heorv (92). Electronic band spectra have been of 
relatively little importance in th© elucidation of the molecular ©true- 
ture In polyatomic molecules for several reasons. First* the number of 
vibrational and rotational frequencies associated with electronic jumps 
Is ffluch greater in polyatoslo molecules than with diatomic molecule©3 
second, combinations of these frequencies leads to a much more compile 
eated spectra. In polyatord^ siolecttles* anhaxnonlelty not only pr..duces 
convergence toward a limit at. It does for d3atomic molecules, but may 
Introduce complicated change® in vibrational structure* particularly when 
the vibration* are of large amplitude. Interaction of rotation and 
vibration often cakes distinction between the two difficult and frequently 
causes violation of the selection rules. Diatomic molecules can usually 
dissociate in only one way* while polyatomic molecules may dissociate In
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several ways; thus, many of the excited states in the latter ease may 
be unstable and produce a continuum rather than the more useful band 
spectra*
Electronic states of polyatomic molecules may have multiplicity 
similar to the electronic states of atoms, that is, there may be singlet, 
doublet, or triplet levels* A general selection rule states that in 
first approximation, only levels of the same multiplicity can combine* 
Since most molecules, which are chemically stable, have only singlet 
levels for their ground state, we observe absorption mainly in the oc­
currence of singlet terms,
Further classification of electronic states is based upon symmetry 
properties* The potential field of a molecule may remain unchanged 
during certain rotations and reflections characteristic of the molecular 
symmetry* The electronic wave functions transform according to defi­
nite laws when such symmetry operations are performed. In spite of the 
mathematical complexities involving the electronic eigenfunctions, the 
only exact statements concerning symmetry properties are based upon them. 
Selection rules result. In order that electronic terms may combine, 
they must satisfy certain transformation prop© ties; otherwise, the 
relevant matrix elements vanish*
Classification is based upon th© symmetrical configuration of the 
nuclei In their equilibrium positions. Symmetry pr parties must be 
discussed separately for each symmetry group*
Just as in the case of normal vibrations, electronic terras can be 
divided into symmetry types* The nomenclature used Is the same as that 
pertaining to normal vibrations* A combination between two states is
tm s  x
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Sywaetry Types of Translations and Rotations
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allowed only If their direct product contains a terra which transforms like 
os*® of tho translations, ?x, Tyf or Ta* Th@ direction of this translation 
doterwines the direction of the dipole moment connected with th© transition. 
(Hete the table giving the direct product for the group.) For example, 
— >Eg is a permitted transition. The direct product of $2uF4  i® 
which has th® same syawetry properties as the translations Tx and Ty.
The gross features of the vibrational structure can be obtained by 
applying the Franek-Condon principle to polyatomic molecules* According 
to Franck the nuclear positions and velocities do not change during the 
electronic jtasp* If, in the beginning, th© molecule is at rest the equili­
bria positions of the nuclei in the initial state become the turning 
points of the vibration in th© final state* Therefore, if we assume that 
the symmetry of the equilibrium positions is the acme in both th© initial 
and final states, then only those vibrations will be strongly excited 
which preserve that synsetsy, t*e*, totally symmetric vibrations. The 
same holds if the totally symmetrical vibrati ng are excited in the initial 
state*
Vibrations which are not totally symmetrical can also occur* If the 
symmetry Is the same In both electronic states, then the equilibrium con­
figuration for non-totally symmetrical vibrations will be the same In 
the Initial and final state* The potential surfaces for all non-totally 
symmetrical vibrations have their minima directly above one another.
Franck’s principle Implies that the 0-0, 1-1, » « v-v transition© will b© 
Intense unless they weakened too much by Boltss*s»nn factors. If the 
symmetry is different In two states, than all those vibrations will be 
excited which preserve the symmetry properties common to th© states concerned*
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Only symmetry elements eeane® to both state® need he considered for 
vibrational select!cm rules* Amti-sym ©tric&l vibration® m y  change 
only by multiples of bro quanta*
Selection rules based upon the symmetry of th© electronic wav® 
functions are violated for three principal reason®* collisions between 
aoleeules, coupling; with rotation, and excitation of molecular vibra­
tions* the latter Is the nest important*
Forbidden electronic transitions way fee wade possible by non* 
totally symmetric vibrations* In such forbidden electronic band sys- 
teae the usually allowed vibrational transitions will not appear* Only 
the weak bands in which non-totally symmetrical vibrations are excited 
will be present* The structure of a forbidden electronic band system 
way, then, consist of one or several non-totally symmetrical vibra­
tional transitions which sake th® transition allowed, added to or sub­
tracted fro® the frequency of th® 0-0 transition* The whole vibra­
tional structure tylcal of an allowed transition is superimposed on 
each forbidden transition*
An excellent example of this type of violation occurs In the
ospectrum of 'ensene* Tho hand at 2700 A has been Identified as a
transition which is forbidden by th© symmetry properties 
of the molecule* However, a vibration of or A^a symmetry may penult 
the transition sine® • ^lg^2u^u or ̂ !g®2u^2u» Hensene does
not have a vibration of Ag^ symmetry but it has four of symmetry*
Two of these, 606 and 1496 ea"1, are primarily carbon vibrations which 
should be particularly effective since the electronic transition take© 
piece between the pi electrons involving only th© C-C bonds. Tt has
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^e©n found that the transition is allowed because of the excitation of 
th© 606 cs~l frequency# A consistent and complete interpretation of 
th© vibrational structure of th© 2700 X band has been offered on this 
basic (85).
Substitution for an stem by one cf its heavier laotopas usually 
causes the 0-0 band to move toward th© violet end of the spectrum#
This Is doe to th© changes in th© sero-point energies for the two 
levels# Th© vibrational frequencies are usually higher in th® lower 
of the electronic levels and the substitution of a heavier isotope 
causes a  greater decrease In th© sere-point energy in the lower state#
Shifts of individual bands with respect to th© 0-0 band are fre­
quently useful in the analysis of electronic spectra* If the substitu­
tion of an torn by a heavier isotope causes tho band to shift toward 
th© red it nay be concluded that th© ©toe in question vibrates more 
strongly in the upper state than in the lower# If no change is observed 
the a tea has not changed its vibrational energy during th© electronic 
transition# If a shift toward higher frequencies Is observed, & vibra­
tion in the lower state east have been excited.
Vibrational Spectra
Yjlhrstional Spectre— General# The near infrared spectrum of bromo- 
bensens has been studied by several authors# Brackett (29) discussed 
the progressive relationships of th© band at 8800 csT^ In th© spectra 
of the halogen derivatives of benzene# Preymann {JJ) determined th® 
near infrared absorption spectra of a number of bensene derivatives, 
including brosobensen®, and discussed th© effect of electropositive and
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electroaega tiv© 3. bstituent groups in shifting the C-H bands fro® 
their position in the spectrum of bensezie* Later, Frey&ann and N&her* 
alas {45} studied the complex, weak band near 10,000 for a masher 
ef bensena derivatives, ineluding bromobensene* They used liquid 
samples up to seventy een tie® hers in thickness* Barehawlts (23) de­
termined tho absorption spectra of benzene and a mmber of ita deriva­
tives in the vicinity of 8000 f and noted that electronegative groups 
displaced the C-R bands toward shorter wavelengths while oloctroposi* 
tive groups displaced the® toward longer wavelengths#
The aest important regions of th© infrared spectrum, as far as 
molecular structure is concerned, ar© the so-called "infrared region® 
(fro® about 3000 to $00 ©»"^) and the "far infrared region1* (below 
500 cm"*)* Into these regions fall all the fundamental frequencies 
of west organic molecules* The highest observed fundamental of h®n*» 
sese, for example, is 3068 ©sT*.
Daugherty (3r ) determined the Infrared spectra of benzene and 
its halogen derivatives from 1*0 to 7*$ microns* He found that the 
halogen derivatives aw® an absorption pattern very similar to that 
of benzene, differing only in th© position of the maxim and of the 
weaker bands* Barnes (25, 26) made a mssbor of studies of th© band 
et 30C0 ca*X of a number of benzene derivatives, including brceoben- 
ssene, and attempted to correlate the infrared absorption spectra with 
the Raman spectra for these liquids* For each Krnaan line he found an 
infrared line which checked it closely but also found, in this region, 
several additional infrared bands not predicted by the R&raan spectra*
In the process of determining the infrared absorption spectra of several
H
Orignard compounds, Pin* (77) determined the spectra of byomobenaens 
and ladohenastis from 1*0 to 13*0 ad crons. He reported a number of bands 
ia this region hot made no attempt at Interpretation. Leeompte (66) and 
Depaigne-Relay (41) determined the infrared absorption s eetra of b©n« 
seme and a number of its monoaubstibated derivativeincluding the 
halobeaaeaee, from 7 to 20 Bicrone* The observed frequencies are cor­
related with previous Raman data and are assigned to mode* of vibra­
tions based oa the plane hexagonal model of hen sens* Combi nations 
and harmonic bands are also listed* In a later paper (67) I^compt© 
discussed the effect of various substituent© on several tends in the 
1350 to 500 car* region. A number of these frequencies are assigned 
t© normal fores based on those suggested by ICohlrauech from his studies 
of mechanical models*
Relatively little experimental work has been dona In the lower 
regions of the infrared, probably because of th® experimental diffi­
culties. Hortlaer, Blodgett and Daniels (73) determined the infrared 
spectra of fifteen organic bromides. Including bromobonsens, between 
500 and 000 ca7^ in an effort to find some correlation between shift® 
in the vibrational spectrum of a molecule and the relative reactivities 
of a chemical bond* Fundamental frequencies were identified for 
several compounds. Rarehewitz and Farodi (24) determined the infrared 
spectra of several aonosubstituted hert series, Including tS'te halohengenes, 
over the 20 to 60 micron region* The absorption band© ^ere correlated 
with previously observed Raman frequencies and several of th® bands 
were identified.
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The Raman spectrum of brcsobenaen© has been determined by a rmtn- 
bar of authors (28, 34,, 46, 76, 82); however, sine© such of thle work 
was done some time ago, using rather weak eoure©s and, frequently, 
spectrographs cf low resolution, it in only of passing Interest sitd 
will not b© considered in detail here*
Psdieu and Kohlrauach (38) studied the Usman spectra of a number 
of benaene derivatives and have attempted to trace the shifts of a 
number of lines through a series of compounds* Murray and Andrews (72) 
determined the Raman spectra of a number of monosubstituted benzenes, 
including brosobenzene. Their data checks quit© well with that of Badleu 
and Xohlrausch*
The best data available concerning th® Redman spectrum of brosso- 
bensene is probably that reported by Kohlrausch and fittek (62). They 
dstersined the Renan spectra of a number of mono-substituted benzenes, 
including bromolenzene. Their data checks quit© well with that of 
Murray and Andrews (72) but improvements in experimental technique 
allowed them to identify a number of faint lines not previously reported* 
The polarisation of Raman lines has proved to be a very useful 
tool in the analysis of the vibrational spectra of polyatomic molecules* 
Banerle© (22) has determined the Renan spectra of a number of aromatic 
compounds, Including bromobensene, and has tnad© polarization measurements 
cm a number of th© stronger lines* Similar measurements were me.de by 
Cebanne© and Rous set (31). ftittek (100) has studied the Haitian spectra 
of a number of aonosubstltutod benzenes, in eluding hrf-mohenzen© and 
oth r halolensones* Corresponding frequencies in a number of compounds 
were identified* Th© degrees ofariepolarizatlcn of large iraber of the
16
li m e  war© determined*
Lang88th (65) studied the correepondenee of the Hainan fî qttfmcioa 
with the difference frequence s found on the low frequency side of the 
0-0 bend In the ultra-violet absorption spectrum for ohlorohensene* & 
mmher of thsse lines were found to correspond closely to the Raman fre­
quencies*
H&E&&S2&1 (52)* The frequencies appearing in the in­
frared and Esaan spectra are identical with those of the normal vibra­
tions. For this reason a study of th so vibrations and their vibrational 
ferae are very important in the interpretation of molecular structure*
The vibrational otion of polyatomic molecules may b® treated 
quite accurately with the assumption of Hooks *8-law forces between 
the atoms, that la, the force Is assumed to be proportional to the 
displacement from the equilibrium position. The rsothed of "normal co­
ordinates* is t en used to reduce the problem to soluble form. This 
method is applied whether classical or quantum mechanics is usod. As a 
first approximation, classical mechanics gives the i;ame results ?js 
quantum mechanics. Sintv the former is somewhat simpler in application 
and much easier to visualise the discussion will be from the classical 
point of view. The molecule will be considered a® a system o ' mass 
points bound together by Hooke's-law foreee and obeying the lews of 
classical mechanics.
According to classical theory any vibratory motion of a ©yetem of 
particles with forces acting between them can bo reprc ented as a 
superposition of a number of "normal vibrations or eoordimtea.* A 
■normal vibration" is defined as one in which each oscillating particle
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e&rrlsa out a simple harmonic motion* and in which all the particles 
haw the same frequency and move in phase* These normal vibrations 
are 3a * 6 In number {3n ~ 5 for linear systems) where n la the number 
of particles and 6 (ot 5) is the number of translational and rotational 
degrees of freedom*
Group Theory gnd Molecular Spectra. The frequencies and forms of the 
normal vibrations may be calculated providing the configuration of the 
system of mess points and the potential function ®r© known* Conversely* 
If the configuration of the system and the frequencies are known* the 
potential function may be calculated* This involves the solution of 
a rather complex secular equation* Th© application of group theory 
has simplified this problem and has contributed additional 1 ■ formation 
concerning selection rules for infrared and Raman spectra and polarisa­
tion of Kama® lines*
The application and results of group theory are discussed rather 
extensively in 8®rsb©rgfs book (52) and in a review article by Rosen* 
thal and Murphy (S3)* Meister end Cleveland (70) have discussed the 
application of the results of this method as applied to a number of 
molecular species*
A molecule may have several elements of symmetry* such as a plane 
of symmetry, a center of symmetry, an axis of symmetry* or a rotation** 
reflection axis* With each symmetry element, there i* associated a 
corresponding operation* Examples such operations ares reflection 
in a plane of symmetry, rotation about an axis of symwatxy and, of 
course, an identity operation which leaves the molecule unchanged* A 
multiplication table may bo constructed for these operations* It la
IB
found that this sot of operations has all th© properties of a mathe­
matical group*
When a vibrating molecule is transformed by a symmetry operation 
it may remain unchanged, it may change sign, or, it may change by more 
than Just the sign. If it remains unchanged, the vibration is said 
to be symmetric with respect to that symmetry operation. If it change?? 
sign only it is antisymmetric to that operation. If it changes by more 
than Just the sign It is antisymmetric to that operation and is also 
degenerate.
Only certain combirati ns of symmetry properties of the normal 
vibrations are possible. Such combinati ns of symrr&try properties 
are called * symmetry types" or "species". In group theory they are 
"irreducible representations* of th© point group considered. For 
example, if a normal vibration is symmetric with respect to all symmetry 
operations it is said to be "totally symmetric5’ • The symmetry types 
have been tabulated for all important point groups (50).
How, instead of the 3n Cartesian displacements coordinates, "sym­
metry coordinates" (52, 99} may be used to represent th© normal vibra­
tions. These coordinates must be of the sane number and have the same 
symetry properties as the class of vibrations they are to represent. 
They are chosen so that no translation or rotation of th© molecule can 
take place. If symmetry coordinates ar® used, it la possibles to write 
the secular determinant as the product of factors cor ©spending to each 
spedee* Saeh of thes factors act equal to ssoro gives th© frequencies 
of the normal vibrations of that symmetry type* In molecules with a 
high order of symmetry the simplification 1® very great. In bensene,
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for example, if Cartesian coordinates arc used a secular aquation of 
order 36 must be solved. If symmetry coordinate a are employed, the 
secular equation Is reduced to a number of separate eeular equations 
the highest order of which is four.
In many eases, despite the use of symmetry coordinates, the se­
cular equation remains of high order* Taylor and Pitaer (9-4) have pro­
posed an approximate method that is based on the replacement of the 
actual molecule by a semi-rigid model of the same dimensions and masses 
la which certain group* of atoms move as rigid u its* In this way the 
somber of coordinates and consequently the degree of the secular equa­
tion is greatly reduced to make tike calculation of the low skeletal 
frequencies practicable. The sead-rif id model is said to be satisfac­
tory provided that all other non-skeleta frequencies are considered 
higher or lover than those to be calculated, or if the coordinates are 
sharply differentiated by molecular symmetry or othsr factors. In order 
to reduce the error due to interactions, they proposed that the neces­
sary force constants be determined by analogous (semi-rigid model) 
Calculations from other molecules for which the frequencies are known* 
They have carried out such calculations for toluene, ethyl benzene, and 
propane*
Similar calculations for the and skeletal frequencies of 
tolnsns have been carried out by Choppin and Smith (33) and the author 
(66), i.e., aeauadng that the C-H groups act as riqiri units* The re­
sults, particularly for the lower frequencies, were quite satisfactory*
Hersbexg (52) states that "whenever a particular group, If sepa­
rated from the rest of the molecule, has a vibrational frequency that
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differs sufficiently fro© any vibratlnal frequency of th® rest of 
the molecule, then this frequency will occur only slightly changed 
la the whole raoleoule and will roughly correspond to vibrational notions 
la that group only or, If there are several equivalent groups, to simul­
taneous ©otlons in these groups*'1
Origin. Ifcteailtr and Solgotlpn Buies for Infrared Sueotra (52). Ac- 
oox&lag to classical electrodynamics, any notion of an atomic aystea 
that is emmeeted with a change of its dipole ©ojwmt lead® to the 
emission or absorption of radiation* During a vibration of a molecule 
the charge distribution undergoes a periodic change; thus, the dipole 
moment ©ay also change periodically* Since, in the harmonic oscillator 
approximation, any vibrational motion of the molecule ©ay be resolved 
Into a sum of normal vibrations, and since these normal vibrations con­
stitute a unique set of periodic notions then the normal frequencies 
are the frequencies that are emitted or absorbed by the molecule*
In the harmonic oscillator approximation, only the fundamentals 
which are associated with a change In the dipole moment are active* 
Overtone and combination frequencies tie inactive since the vibrational 
motion does not generate these frequencies* If the anharraonieity is 
taken into account, the classical motion may alno contain overtone and 
comb5nation frequencies, but they will be much weaker than the funda­
mentals*
Pot every normal vibration will appear In the infrared spectrum 
of a molecule* If the molecule has some elements of symmetry, there 
may be vibrations during which the change in the dipole moment is exactly
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aero and, consequently, will not be infrared active* In unsymmotrical 
soleeulaa, every normal vibration nay be Infrared active but th^re 
still say be great differences In the magnitude of the change in dipole 
moment and consequent differences In the intensity of the infrared 
absorption*
If My and M# are the three components of the dipole moment M, 
then assuming email displacements and Introducing normal coordinates 
( !5h ) enables one to express Mg in the following manners
with similar expressions for My and % . The vibration will be infrared
active only if
the square of the vector representing the change of the dipole moment 
for the corresponding normal vibration , that is, it ie proportional to
The ■Infrared activity* of a certain class of vibrations m y  be 
determined fro® symmetry considerations* Each vibrational class of a 
given syR^etry group is characterized by a quantity known as the 
•character.® This is the sum of the diagram! elements of the matrix 
representing a symmetry operation associated with the particular class. 
If the character of a particular class of vibrations appears in the 
character of th© dipole moment, the frequencies of that vibrational 
el&ss may appear in the infrared spectrum. Theae characters and the
, is not equal to aero* The intensity is proportional to
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Infrared selection rales here been evaluated for all the important sym­
metry groups (50).
the infrared activity of overtone and combination bands depend on 
the symmetry elase to which they belong* For example, in symmetry group 
°2»* the vibration of elasa are not infrared active but the overtone 
of an frequency has e A^ and la permitted in the infrared spec­
trum* Farther, th® combination of an Ag and an A^ frequency has 
A ^ x  « A2 ey*retry which is forbidden*
Ua£ fititiflf Intensity agd Selection Rulee fo£ Baamn Spectra (52). Wien 
a substance is Illuminated by very intense monochromatic light the 
scattered light contains frequencies both above and below the frequency 
of the Incident radiation* The difference between these frequencies and 
that of the incident radiation are the same as some of the vibrati nal 
frequencies of the molecules being illuminated* The lines of higher 
frequency have a low intensity since they result from molecules which 
are already in an excited vibrational state nnd ara known as Anti-Stokes 
lines* The lines whose frequency is below that of the exciting fre­
quency are comparatively intense since they result from molecules ori­
ginally in the ground state* These are the Raman frequencies usually 
studied*
As in the case of the infrared spectra, not every normal vibra­
tion wii appear in the Raman spectrum of a compound. If the molecule 
has some elements of symmetry there may be vibrations during which the 
change of polarizabi 11 ty may be exactly zero anrl which, consequently, 
will not be Reman active* Only in unsymmefcrical molecules will every
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normal vibration be permitted in th© Raman spectrum although there may 
he great differences in the magnitude of the change of the polar!la­
bility and a consequent difference in the intensities of the K&man line* 
Zn order that a fundamental frequency may appear in th© Raman 
spectrum, the amplitude of th© dipole moment induced by the incident 
radiation must change during th© vibrtion considered. The magnitude 
of the Induced dipole moment F is
IP I» .1 lel
vhere S is the electric vector of the incident radiation and oc is 
the polarlzability. The three components of P may be expressed as 
p • oC + 01 ^A X
P y  9 OC yx 4- OCyy&y + c< r i . ^ r2.
P* « cC*x + <* iy ̂  ♦ * t n f i
Using normal coordinates, the six components of the polarizability may
be expressed &st
* 2  ^  - * .......
o
s>C ~ ^xxXX
of the change of polarizabl 11 ty, * I
WjL /« V̂cP f i. Jc
Thus a given vibration will be R man active only if at least on® of the 
six components 
is different from zero.
As in to® case of the infrared spectra, the "activity* of a given 
class of vibrations In the Raman spectrum ay be determined from sym­
metry considerations. If th® character of a vibrational class appears 
in the character of th© pc lari zabi 1 i ty th© fundamentals of that class 
are lamsn active. These characters and Raman selection rules have boon 
evaluated for important synmetry groups (50).
u
Again, as la th* case of the infrared spectra, the activity of 
overtone and combination frequencies depends upon the sywrcetry class to 
which the combination belongs* This is found by taking the direct pro- 
duet of the symmetry classes of the frequencies involved.
If the polarlzability ellipsoid of a molecule (the figure obtained 
shea oc is platted from the origin for each direction} Is a sphere, the 
direction of the induced dipole moment coincides, for any orientation of 
the ays tea, with the direction of the field producing it. In this case 
(spherically symmetric), the ssattsred light observed at right angles 
te the incident beam *111 be completely polarised in the plane at right 
angle* to the incident bear* regardless of the polarization of th* Inci­
dent light* If the polarieability ellipsoid is not a sphere, the direc­
tion of the induced moment coincides with that of the field producing it 
only If the field coincides with one of the axes of the ellipsoid. Thus, 
the scattered light observed at right angles to the incident beam will 
no longer be eeepletely polarised. The degr « of depolarization will 
■laft depend upon whether or not the incident bean is polarised.
The degree of depolarization is defined as the ratio of the inten­
sity ef the scattered light polarized perpendicular to the sqr plane 
to that polarized parallel to that plane. (In planar molecules the xy
plane is the plane of the molecule).
If tho degree of depolarization 
is less then 6/7 the line ig said to be polarized* Ony those Raman 
lines corresronding te totally symmetrical vibrations can be polarized.
feftfofr&gaftl SiEHfiSm S£ (52). It i& extrerisely difficult
to resolve th* rotational structure of Infrared bands of molecules
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tawing large sonants «f inertia* The awallest mmnt  of inertia in 
brosobensena, that about the axis naming through the C-Sr bond, is 
seta that the rotational structure would have a component separation 
of 0.19 m ~ \  Thla i« far beyond the resolving owers of most speeto* 
graphs* However, if th® dispersion is not too snail, it sometimes 
possible to deterslne the envelopes of the bands, to draw o nolusions
aa to the type of bands, and to apply this information to «*> vibra-
\tional analysis*
'\
Broaotansene is an asywsatrio top molecule* It has thr^j unequal 
•Meats of inertia, one of them being equal to the sun of th® other two* 
The shape of the band envelopes have been calculated for a number of 
asyvetrle top eoleeulee by Badger and Zuawalt (12)* It is possible 
free these calculation® and from studies made by Nielsen (74) and 
Dennison (40) to draw som  general conclusions concerning the band en­
velopes for molecules of this type*
Vibration® involving a change of dipole momnt in th® direction 
of the axis of the least stonent of inertia give rise to bands desig­
nated as type A* They have a fairly strong central ̂ aidraura with two 
accompanying maxima on either side* The bromobensare vibrations with 
symmetry should give bands of this type*
Vibrations involving a change of dipole moment in th® direction
of th© axis of the intermediate moment of inertia rive rise to bands 
designated as type 3. These should exhibit no central maxima* Bather, 
the Q lines fora two branches on either ©ids and fairly close to th® 
aero line, in addition to the P and K maxima* I’ith insufficient reso­
lution this should bo very similar to th® type A hand* If a distinct
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8*P appear® in the ©enter or if fear maxima occur on« can be reasonably 
atm that it is this type of bang. Th® bremobenzeoe vibrations Ej sym­
metry should give band* of this type*
Vibrations involving a change of dipole moment is the direction 
parallel to the major axis of inertia give rise to bands designated m  
type 6« Hbcn the two lesser moments of inertia are greatly different 
free sms another, such bands exhibit a strong central maxima* As tiics© 
tee moments of inertia approach one another In value, the central maxima 
becomes less intense and, finally, only the P and E branches remain*
In ferwebftnmema vibrations having Bg symmetry should result In bands 
of thla type*
Farsberg (52) states that, while this assumption as to band enve­
lopes is appropriate la the esse of the fundamentals, it is not com­
pletely justified for the overtone sad combination hands* For the 
latter, the central Q branch as well as th® other branches will in 
general be shaded toward longer wave lengths; trie Q branch, under low 
dispersion, may merge Into the P (or R) branch te give a band with two 
maxima, even Is the case of Type k or type 0 bands.
Infrared Spectra jfc&g Liquid and Vapor States (52), The vibrations 
of polyatomic molecules take place in the liquid without appreciable 
alteratics from those occurring In the vapor. There hove been, however, 
a raaab r of small changes noted in going from on© state to the other.
First, small change© of frequencies of the vibrations and some­
times of the Intensities with which they occur In th© vapor tmv® been 
observed la the liquid spectra of most compounds* This frequency shift
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usually amounts to .bout 0 to 5 per cent and usually is a decrease in 
going to the liquid state* Similar shifts have been dbservedi in the 
apeeira of solutions. A formula has.been developed for the shift as- 
eaaing a simple electrostatic Interaction of an oscillating dipole with 
Its surrounding.
Second, new bands hav© been observed which * re not observed in 
the vapor* This is due primarily to the formation of polymerg or as­
sociated molecules and these new hands are generally not found In the 
case of molecules such &s bensone which arc non-polar and afford no 
reactive groups# Often the appearance of new bands in such compounds 
is due only to an increase in intensity which occuro due to the greater 
sample density*
Because of the interaction of molecules in liquids they generally 
do not show a rotational fine structure, even in the o&m of diatomic 
molecules such as hydrogen chloride and other small molecules such as 
ammonia. Thus it is not surprising to find th .t larger polyatomic 
molecules shew no well developed band envelopes in the pare liquid or 
1b solution. Generally the hands appear as single naaxisja* although 
occasionally so^e hint of the !>snd shape does appear*
Of interest in connection with the work to he discussed la the 
comparative study of the infrared spectra of bensene and bonaeno-d^ 
in the liquid and vapor states made by Bailey, Hale, Infold Sind Thomp­
son (13). They found that although benacne and bensen©-d6 showed well 
developed band envelopes in the vapor state they did not do so in the 
liquid. A number of the frequencies appeared several wavonumbera lower 
in th© liquid state tan in the vapor state* These shifts appeared to
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be greatest for vibrations which ar© usually considered to be hydrogen 
vibrations* A number of new frequencies were observed in the liquid 
state, but these were probably due to th® greater amount of sample in 
the light path.
Isotonic Substitution (1, 49, 52)* Since isotopes have virtually the 
sane electronic structure e,& the normal compound, th© substitution in 
a molecule causes, to a high order of approximation, no change in the 
potential function* Consequently, studies made on lsotopio isomers 
provide additional equations for the calculation of force constants (37). 
This fact la extremely useful since the number of constants in the sore 
general quadratic potential function usually are larger than the number 
of frequencies* In the ease of molecules having degenerate frequencies, 
isotopic substitution nay result in the resolution of these degeneracies 
through the lowering of the order of symmetry*
I so topic substitution is also useful in the correlation of ob­
served frequencies with normal nodes of vibrations* Hie magnitude of 
the shift produced is roughly proportional to th© relative motion of 
the atoa during the vibration* This Ip true primarily for the t{snail 
isotope” effect which is discussed by Halverson (49) in his review 
article on the use of deuter5.ua in vibrational analysis* In case® where 
a hydrogen is replaced by a deuterium the relatively large change of 
mass may cause the deuterium vibrations to be entirely separate from 
the hydrogen vibrations* On the other hand, In vibrations where the 
O H  groups tend to move as a unit, there is a relatively email change 
of mass and the small isotope effect holds*
Teller end Bedlich developed (independently} a product rule which 
Has proved very useful la the evaluation of the offsets of isotopic 
substitution on the vibrational frequencies* They shewed that for two iso* 
topic molecules the product of the <4£/'«v values for all vibrations 
ef a given symmetry type ie independent of the potential function and 
depends only on the masses of the atoms and the geometrical structure 
ef the Beleeule* The general formula ie
ill quantities referring to th© isotopie molecule are marked with th© 
superscript (i}»
* • . . . zero-order frequencies*
•l» ®2 • • • • * mosses of the representative atoms of the various
seta.
oCj ^ • • • * •  number of vibrations, inclusive of non-gemiine
vibrations each set contributes to the eyraaetyy
type considered*
ff * * * * * total mass of the molecule.
I m U , 1% • • • • moments of inertia about th© x, y, and 0 axesX y
through th© center of mass* 
j  J c/1 . • . * are aero or one depending on whether or not th©Crx t vy t 2
rotation about the x, y, or z axes i-:S a non* 
genuine vibration of the gsymnetr' type considered# 
If the substituted isotope is heavier than th© atom it replaces, 
the 1 eft side of th© expression for the product rule should b© slightly
|0
greater than that on th© right because of th© effect® of mihansonicity •
If the isotopic molecule hag lower symmetry than th© ordinary
molecule then the product rule holds rigorously only for the symetiy 
types of the lower symmetry* For example, substitution of a deutorlum 
for one of the hydrogens in bensene lowers the symmetry from to C2v* 
la C2v eoleeules the totally symmetric vibrations are sym&etrlc with 
respect to the xs plan©, th© ys plane and the s axis* If the product
rale is to he applied to these vibrations all the vibrations in benzene
ayeaetric to these three symmetry elements must be considered*
E x m i m t A L  m m m
^reparation and Purification of Compounds
Use deuterated bromobensenes were prepared by the hydrolysis of 
the aono-GrlgR&rd reagent of th® corresponding dlbroraohensenas with 
deuterlua oslde by a method similar to that described by Weldon and 
Wilson (97).
6h««l«al Cesptny, It was further purified by distillation. Three sepa­
rate distillations were carried out, the middle fraetl n being retained
corrected).
Pars-dibregobengen®. The para-dlbrosobengene was obtained from Fischer 
Scientific Company and was used with further purification. A quantity 
©f this material was recryetallieed from petroleum ether. No change 
In the Belting point was observed in the reerystalli^ed portion. A 
study of the Infrared absorption spectra indicated no appreciable con- 
teeinetlon with tits ortho isomer*
Qrthc- Iteta-^^bromohensene- The preparation of these compounds 
followed a method essentially the oam as that described in Organic 
Synthesis for the preparation of ortho-chloro-bromo-benxe’ e „
• The bromobensene used was obtained from the General
each tias. The final fraction boiled between 156.0 and 156.5° C« (un-
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Ons sols of tbs appropriate brcmroanillne (obtained frees Kastman 
Kodak Corporation or prepared in those laboratories) and 2.5 moles 
of £8 per cent hydrobromie acid -were plaoed (n a two liter flask and 
coded to 0° C, with an Ice*salt bath* A solution of 70 grams of 
sodlw nitrite in 125 milliliters of water was added at such a rate 
that the temperature remained below 10° *G* The reaction mixture was 
stirred rigorously throughout this reaction*
In the meantime* a mixture of 79 grams of cuprous bromide and 80 
milliliters of 48 per cent hydrobromie add was heated to boiling in 
a fire liter rmmd bottom flask equl pad with a condenser for distilla­
tion, a separatory funnel* and an inlet for steam* About one fourth 
of the diazenlue salt mixture was added to the funnel and allowed to 
run slowly into the boiling contents of the flask* All the diasonium 
salt mixture was added in this manner over a period of bout thirty 
minutes. The product was then steam distilled* About three liters 
of distillate were collected*
The heavy organic layer was sep rated and washed with several 10 
milliliter portions of concentreted sulfuric acid, followed by water, 
then with 10 per cent sodium hydroxide solution and finally, with water* 
The product was dried over calcium chloride and distilled under re­
duced pressure* the middle fraction was retained* The yield of pure, 
colorless dibromobensene was 60-70 per cent of th© theoretical amount*
RapifiogB»nt si ea iten si acBStae lac 2ns s£ Dmterim.
  — >
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DRYING TUBE
DRY NITROGEN MAGNETIC PLUG
CJD
F I G U R E  I
G R I G N A R D  R E A C T O N  V E S S E L
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A special apparatus, described by fiance (73)» and illustrated in Fi­
gure 1 was used in this synthesis* The entire apparatus was closed to 
the ataosphere by calcium chloride drying tubes and a stream of helium 
(dried by passing it through concentrated sulfuric acid) was passed 
through the apparatus la order to remove all oxygen and to mints in a 
slight jiosltive pressure of dry gas at all times*
Prior to starting the reaction, a Glased heating mantle was 
placed on the flask and the apparatus was heated to a temperature of 
about 200° C. for two hours, during which time the system was flushed 
with helium* The condenser and parts of the apparatus not in contact 
with the mantle were "flamed* periodically.
Ten grama of magnesium turnings were placed in the »lde aim of 
the flask and 2*3 grass were placed in the flask itself* The heating 
and flushing were continued for thirty minutes. The apparatus was al­
lowed to cool to room temperature*
The ether used in this reaction was dried over calcium chloride 
then distilled into a clean dry bottle and three additions of sodium 
wiie were made. (It was later found to be better t make the preliminary 
drying over phosphorous pentoxide*) Five hundred milliliter® of ether 
were siphoned Into th© flask. To remove the last traces of moisture, 
three milliliters of ethyl bromide were added through the separatory 
funnel and the contents of th© flask were stirred for about one hour*
A cloudiness developed because of th® hydrolysis of the ethyl magnesium 
bromide by the trace of water present*
One half mole of dibromobensese was added to the '’leak through 
the separately funnel and the reaction mixture was stirred vigorously*
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As the reaction subsided* more magnesium mm  added fro» the aide arm by 
weens of the scraper* $hen all the magnesium had b^en added and 'the re­
action had subsided the mixture was heated and re fluxed for two hours 
with continued stirring*
the Grignard reagent was hydrolysed by the slow addition of eleven 
grrae of deuterium oxide. (The deuterium oxide was of 99*9 per cent 
purity and was obtained from the Stuary Ctosygen Company through the 
Atonic Snergy Commission.} The contents of the flask were then heated 
and allseed to reflux for two hours with continued stirring#
The ether* excess heavy water* and reaction products were removed 
fro® the reaction vessel by distillation* 'That portion boiling below 
60° C. was discarded, ^he fraction boiling above that temperature was 
retained for further purification* This was distilled in a small still 
having a column containing four inches of packing* The fraction boil­
ing between 14-5° and* 165° was retained* This fraction was dried over 
calcium chloride* filtered and redistilled* The fraction costing over 
between 156*0° and 156*5° C* (uneor rooted) mm  retained* % e  yield of 
this product was about 60 per cent for the para and a»ta isomers* but 
much loam for the ortho isomer*
The syntheses proceeded very smoothly with the mate and para com­
pounds but not in the ease of the ortho* In the latter case both the 
formation of the Grignard compound and the hydrolysis proceeded slowly. 
Largs quantities of high bolllnr materials were formed* The yield of 
*" deuterated compound was lose than 10 per cent* For this reaeon it was 
necessary to take a wider boiling range in the final distillation in 
order te get enough material to handle* The fraction used boiled between
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154° and 157° C* Inspection of its spectra has Indicted no imparity 
other than ordinary bromobenzene.
Befractlve Indices. The refractive indices of the deuterated bromo-






The refractive index for bromobenzene reported in the Handbook of Chem­
istry and Phvsics is 1.5598* It has been noted that tho deuterated 
toluenes and benzyl chlorides (43, 88) have slightly lower refractive 
indices than the undeuterated compounds*
Purity of Compounds. In only a few cases are the spectra of bromo­
benzene and its deuterated isomers sufficiently different to allow an 
estimation of the contamination of the deuterated compounds with ordi­
nary bromobenzene* The strong bands at 1/43 and 1474 cuf ̂ could 
possibly be used except for the fact that the interference of the water 
bands in that region makes detection and intensity measurements of 
weak bands very doubtful* The most promising frequency for this pur­
pose Is the moderately strong, sharp band at 999 cjjT\ This may be 
used only in the 2-d and 4-d compounds since a strong band is found at 
997 in the 3-d isomer* Accurate estimates of the intensity are
not possible due to the overlapping of bands in this region but It is
esti&ated that there. is not more than XO per cant normal bromobenzene 
ia the 2 end 4-d isomers*
A moderately strong band found at 902 eaT^ in the bromobensene 
spectrum eight be used to detect this compand to brwaot j©nzan®~£-d * Ho 
frequency appears at all is this region of the bromobenaene-A-d spectrum* 
this say indicate that the weak line found at IQQt oaf3- is net due to 
contamination by broaobenzen® • The 902 w~^ line cannot b© used for this 
purpose to the 2-d and 3-d compounds since interfering bands? occur near 
this value*
The ultra-violet spectra of these compounds reveals that there 
is some contamination of the deuterated compounds by ordinary bromo- 
bemsene* An estimation can be made of the amount by comparing the in­
tensity of the 0-0 bands of the impurity with the 0-0 band of the com- 
peuad in question and assuming thab there is no change to the intensity
of this "and upon deuterium substitution* This Is not a highly accurate 
*
method since .the Intensities depend a great deal on the sssiamption 
of the band shape* Also* the band toads to broaden at higher concen­
trations* This method* however, seems to confirm the previous estimate 
of not more than ten per cent ordinary bromobenzene to the deuterated 
isomers*
Contamination might come from the presence of the various toomers 
to the supposedly pure dibromo ensenos from which the deuterated com­
pounds were made* A strong line occur® t 767 ora”3* in the 2-d ooa*- 
pound which is not f ound in the 3-d or A-d isomers* even with 0*1 mm* 
saaole thicks©sse* Likewise* no trace of the strong line found at 79A m~ 
in th© spectrum of bromobensene-3-d is found to the spectra of the 2-d
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and 4-d compounds, nor is the strong 844 esT* frequency in th© spoetrua 
of broaobenzene-^-d found in that of th© other compounds# from this, 
we can conclude that the deuterated compounds arc not appreciably con­
taminated by one another* Thee© frequencies nay be important in con­
sidering the mcleculsr structure and will be discussed further in 
another section*
Two other strong ‘ ands found in the bromobensene spectrum also 
appear in the spectra of the isotopic Isomers* These ar® the wry 
intense, broad bands found at 750-743 and 635 oaf*. Th© former band 
appears at 738, 740 and 738 cm~^ jn the 2~, 3- and 4-d isomers res­
pectively. The intensities given for these band** are somewhat mislead­
ing since they are presented in terms of per cent absorption at the 
absorption maxima* Actually these bands are very broad and a decrease 
in concentration results primarily in sharpening the bands# A compari­
son of the area under the hands In the various spectra Indicates that 
the previous estimate of ten per cent or less normal bromebenscne in 
the various isomers is correct*
A similar Interpretation may be mad© for th© 685 cs*"̂  band in 
bromobenzene and the corresponding 633 and 68? ©rT^ bands in the 2-d 
and 4-d isomers# In th© 3-d isomer a very strong band occurs at 6?5 
which is much too intense to be assigned to bromobeazen® contamination 
but rather arises from th© 3-d lsoEier itself*
All frequencies believed to be due to th© presence of bromobenEene 
are marked in the tables*
Spectral Measurements 
33&  ja&Brgjgaai i & m t t t m  Simto* & Hanovia hydrogen discharge tube
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« w  used as a source of ultra-violet continuum. The light was passed 
through an absorption call containing th© vapor of th© compound being 
studied and onto the slit of th® spsctrorraph* Th© spectra were photo­
graphed with s Large Littrow Spectrograph, manufactured by Bauseh and 
Lesb, cm either type III-O or tx-pe IV-0 S&st&an spectroscopic plates*
A slit width of four microns was found to he satisfactory although a 
slit width of two microns was used occasionally*
The absorption cell was 30 on* in length* It was constructed of 
26 am* pyrex glass tubing with optically flat quarts end pieces cemented 
on* In order to obtain sufficient sample pressure to obtain a com­
plete speetruB of the compounds it was necessary to elevate th® tempera- 
tore of the cell and sample reservoir* This was done by enclosing the 
satire apparatus la a heated brass pipe which was closed at the ends 
except for two openings is line with the cell axis* The samples 
pressures were those obtained at room temperature (25° to 25° C.) and 
in the heater (33° to 36° C)* An exposure time of two minutes was 
required at the lover pressure with a four micron slit* The higher 
pressure required four minutes exposure* The spectrum of the iron arc 
was photographed, cdjoining each bromobenzene spectrum, for use as a 
wave length standard*
The plates were developed at 18° C* for five minute® In Eastman's 
L-19 developer, washed in a chrome alum stop bath for on© minute and 
fixed or fifteen minutes in Eastman's F-5 solution. They were washed 
with cool naming water for one-half hour and allowed to dry.
A series of iron lines about ten Amgatroms apart rare Identified 
by comparison with prints supplied by Adam Hilgor, Ltd. These wavelength
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values w@r® converted to wave numbers and corrected fox* th© refractive 
Index ©f air by th© data of Kosters and Larape (64)*
Distances on th® apectrographic plates were m&sured by us© of a 
wavelength ©mmrator manufactured by Dsvid f¥, Mmn» Measurements 
were made on the high frequency ©d es of all hands. Th® wav© numbers 
of the lines were determined by interpolation between the known wave 
numbers of the iron lines*
Intensities were ©stimtsd from the tracings of the plates made 
by * Leeds and Sorthrup Recording PhotoeleotriiB Microphotometer, which, 
for Intermediate densities, gives a plot of optical density against 
plate distance scanned* Intensities are approximate because of the 
overlap of th® bands and the presence of a continuous absorption at the 
high frequency end of ths spectrum. All intensities arc; relative to 
the 0-G band which has been given an arbitrary value of 100*
All measurements on the stronger hands wore reproducible within 
2 cm”1. The data is reported in Tables II t’ rough V*
a s  M a m #  j&figreJfte SBBS&6* * U  lefrared absorption spectra were 
determined with e modified Perkin-Slmer Corporation Infrared Spectrometer, 
Model 12-E. A sodium chloride prism was used over th© rang® 650 to 
2000 cbT1 while & lithium fluorid® prism was used over th® range 2000 
to 3600 caT1.
The instrument was calibrated from the known spectra of such ma­
terials as water vapor, carbon dioxide, hydrogen chloride, hydrogen 
bromide, ammonia, methane, and carbon monoxide according to the manufac­
turers instruction®.
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The speatr& were determined on liquid end vapor samples* the cells 
used to ostein the liquid sample* were of rook salt end provided sample 
thlek&esaee of 0,1 and 0*025 ran* the vapor spectra were determined 
using a cell manufactured by the Perkin~J51iner Corporation which provided 
a one aster absorption path* the sample was allowed to vaporise freely 
int* this cell at the temperature of the room, which was in the range 
24.5 te 25.9* C. This provided a sample pressure of approximately 
4 n u  of aereosy* The sample reservoir was then closed and the cell 
was plaoed In the spectrometer housing which was >*4 degrees warmer 
than the room. This prevented any condensation of the sample upon 
the windows of the cell*
^  Prior to the actual recording of the spectrum of a compound the 
region was scanned with the empty cell in the absorption path* Any 
absorption band appearing on the charts with equal Intensity could 
then be ruled out as being, duo to contamination of the cell or due to 
atmospheric absorption* If the blank Indicated contamination th© cell 
was cleaned and additional runs were made until the spectra indicated 
that the cell was clean*
Xn order to minimise the absorption by water vapor and carbon 
dioxide* drying agents and ascarite wars plaoed in the monochromator 
housing and a stream of dry helium was pa seed through the spectrome ter 
housing continuously during th© run*
Intensity measurements have been estimated and a m  ©ported on 
the basis of per cent absorption by a sample thickness of 0*025 rsm« for 
the liquid and by an absorbing path one meter in length and a sample 
pressure of 4 mm* of aercury for the vapor*
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Since th® instrument was calibrated from the spectra of known 
eoapocnr's the accuracy of the resulting data In this investigation de­
pends on the accuracy of the determination of those spectra by pre­
vious investigators. That accuracy Is relieved, in most cases, to be 
greater than could be attained by this instrument. The resolution and 
estimated probable error are given in Table VI for the region of the 
spectrum covered with the k'aCl prism.
The data axe presented in Tables v r through IV.
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TABUS XI





















































500 1 316 * 3 x 61 s? 499
442 1 316+2x61 * 438
380 2
371 3 316 + 61 s 377 ?
350 3 224 + 2 x 61 m 346343 2
316 9 Fundamental
303 3
296 4 224 + 61 • 285284 10




IBB 1 Fundaments! 3 x 61 as 183
160 1 3 x 61 * 183 61 * 124 * 185
151 6
144 11 difference































































241 - 61 » ISO
Fund&mant&X
519 - 224 » 295
519- 3 x 61 - 336
2 x 241 ~ 2 X 61 * 360 ?
519 “ 2 x 61 « 397
2 x 241 - 61 s 421
519 " 61 m 458 
2 x 241 * 482 ?
Fundazflanial
Fimdanental
931 - 224 a 707 
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Save Hunfeer Difference Intensity Interpretation
38,440 1445 52
38, 447 1452 51 931 + 5X9 2 H50
38,466 1471 53




38,533 1538 18 1019 +* 519 * 1532
38,548 1553 3
38,555 1560 3 3 x 519 « 1557 J
38,629 1634 1
38,634 1639 1 2 x 931 * 224 » 163B
38,699 1664 2
38,665 1670 2 931 * 962 - 224 * 1669
38,736 1741 3
38*744 1749 4
38,799 1804 7 2 x 931 - 61 « 1801
38,822 1827 9
38,831 1836 12 931 + 962 - 61 » 1832
38,857 1862 20 2 3C 931 * 1862
38,868 1873 931 + 962 * 189338,889 1894 37
38,9 U 1919 23 2 x 962 ® 192438,926 1931 2
36,939 1944 12
38,946 1951 18 1019 +- 931 « 1950
38,974 1979 7 1019 + 962 a 198138,977 1982 15
39,030 2035 10 2 x 1019 » 203^
39,068 2073 7 1149 t 931 s 207939,075 2080 7
39,096 2101 1.2
39,103 2108 9 1348 ♦ 862 s 2110
39,109 2114 7
39,117 2122 8 931 + 962 + 241 » 213439,129 2134 3
39,136 2141 9
39,H 3 2148 6






3 2 y. 931 t 51° « 61 a 2!
39,33? 2342 12





Save Fhmber Difference Intensity Interpretation




39,423 2421'’ 21 931 + 962 +■ 519 » 2412
39,430 2435 . 20- 2 x 962 + 519 33 244.3
39,443 * 2448 10 2
39,455 246c ' -• 8
39,463 2468 % 7 • ’ 1019 * 931 *- 519 ■ 2469
39,484 2489 12
39,490 2495 11
39,505 2510 2 1019 + 962 f 519 a 2500
39,511 2516 1
39,780 2785
39,787 2792 3 x «31 g 2793
39,817 2822 2 x 931 + 962 s 2824
39,847 2852 2 x 962 * 931 » 2853
39,869 2874
39,876 2881 3 x 962 ® 2886
39,905 291C 4




40,016 3021 4 2562 + 519 - 61 a 3020
40,070 3075 14
40,076 3081 13 2562 f 519 » 3061
40,120 3125 2 1019 + 1148 + 962 «- 3129
40,327 3332 4
40,333 3338 3 2 3: 931 + 962 + 519 s 334340,355 3360 6
40,362 3367 6 2 x 962 + 931 + 519 - 3374
40,393 3398 3 2 x 931 * 1019 +■ 519 a 3400
40,415 3420 3 931 «* 962 +■ 519 * 1019 s 34.3140,421 3426 3
41,006 4011 4 2562 *-'519 + 931 a 4010
41,033 4038 6 2562 + 519 t- 962 » 4043
41,088 4093 2 2562 t 519 * 10.19 « 410041,094 4694 2
TABXJB III
TUB ULTRAVIOLET ABSORPTION SKSOTUIfi CF 8ftQ5fO:^®SS~4-d
Observed 
* Btmfeer Difference Intensity Interpretation
36,292 730 0 Fumlaiaental36,343 769 136,350 672 1 Pmviamental
36,405 617 1
36,413 609 1 ruiraaentaX36,632 390 1
36,645 377 236,656 366 2
36,675 347 3
36,683 339 336,702 320 7
36,710 312 9 Itaadasaental
36,730 292 8
36,738 284 9 222 + 58 c 28036,770 252 8
36,776 246 7
36,786 236 3
36,793 229 1136,800 222 11 difference
36,812 210 11 152 + 58 « 210
36,828 194 336,836 186 4
36,863 159 10
36,870 152 12 difference
36,893 129 6
36,901 121 6 2 x 58 » 116






















Sav® Ktaaber Blffertaea Intensity Interpretation
n 9im 166 1
37,1% 174 3














518 - *152 s 36637,387 365 5
37,413 391 4 V
37,422 400 5 518 - 2 x 53 s AOS
37,434 412 4
37,441 a 9 5 2 x 2A1 - 58 s A2A '37,448 426 5
37,457 435 2
37,468 446 4















37,736 714 3 927 - 22.2 « 704 '
37,743 721 1
37,704 732 1 960 - 224 - 73637,760 738 1
37,778 756 1 518 * 241 * 759
37,813 791 4 1016 - 222 » 794
37,830 808 6 927 - 2 tt 50 = 811













































870 18 927 - 58 • 869
894 7















1087 4 1145 - 58 s 1087
1094 4
1102 5






927 * 241 * 11681168 7
1178 3
1186 6




1254 12 1016 * 241 a 1257
1265 9




1371 19 912 * 518 - 58 r 1372
1380 15
















































1430 36 912 + 518 « U3Q
U37 24








1531 14 1016 + 518 « 1534
1543 6
1549 7 3 x 518 « 1554 0








1829 10 927 * 960 - 58 r 1
1834 7 912 *• 927 « 1839 ?1841 12
1866 9
1872 15 912 +- 960 s 1872
1882 8
1888 10 927 -r 960 * 1887
1919 9 2 960 » 19201926 10
1933 9 1016 + 92*7 r 19631942 12
1968 4 1016 + 960 » 19761976 6
1994 22000 4 1043 1- 960 s 20032062 1 1141 +■ 927 a 2068
2081 1
2085 1
2094 2 2 x 1043 s 2087
2101 2 114 ■ f- 960 a 2105
2112 1
2120 1 1016 4- 927 4- 2.a -
6607 * 9X01 •+ 8X5 +'£952Iy&y?9XI*T7 Ii&jy601*17 Jt M.
800V ■ 626 + 8X5 •+ £952I9007820'X7 X1007£20*X7
zTOC£££‘07 z40CC62£‘07
X8.)£ ■ 8X5 + £902oxI80C£01*07 XT6L0C660*07






X6552X8fi*6£ 7672 * 8X5 + 096 + 9101788720X5*6£
7X872£oS*6C yU72£67‘6£
c€9725g7‘6£ 6572 * 9X5 + £26 + 9T0X0072667*6£
y8772067*6£ y1772£97*6£
9C72 * 85 - 8X5 4 096 + 9X0192C727S7*6£ y€272677‘6£
5072 * 8X5 + 096 -+ 6266 •0072227‘6£ &£6C2SX7‘6£
06£2 * 8X5 + 096 + 2X6ex• 58C2607‘6£ 216i£ZX07*6£
9yi£Z96£*6£ yi$CZ68£*6£
1972 * 8X5 + 626 + 9X0Xi55C266£*6C 67£2 * 86 - 9. + 096 + 6269JLKZ69£*6£
$ZKZ79£‘6£ y9CC285£'6£
y82C20S£*6C z6622X2£*6£
yUZZ00£*6£ 78X2 ■ T72 + 626 + 9X0Xy€8X2602*6£
0CCX2S£X*66 0-62X267X*6£





m  ULIKAVIOL&T 3PSCTRU3! OF SRO^QBi^^S-^
Observed 



























































164 2 Fundamental ' 3 x
160 2
147 3
140 8 difference '
134 8












0 100 0 - 0
163 3
170 4






TABLJg I?  (C o n t*d .)
Obi»md
Wave Ifcaaber Difference Intensity

























































































514 - 214 » 300
514 - 125 - 389
514 * 62 « 452
Fundamental
Fundamental
940 - 214 « 726 
961 - 214 * 747
1025 - 214 s 811
940 - 214 * 826 
961 ~ 2 x 62 • 837
940 - 62 » 878 





Save Beater Bifftmei Intensity Interpretation
37,990 961 72 Fundamental
38,021 992 H
38,027 998 21 Fundamental C
38,067 1018 15
38,056 1025 26 Fundamental 2 x 5 H  » 1028 f
38,087 1058 6
38,099 1070 6
38,106 1079 5 1136 - 62 a 1076
38,128 1099 5
38,136 1105 9
38,158 1129 1938,165 1136 18 undassontal ? 1199 - 62 » 1137 ?
38,207 1178 9 960 + 237 » 1177
38,221 1192 12
38,228 1199 22 961 + 237 » 1198
38,239 12X0 17
38,260 1231 18
38.265 1236 17 960 + 512 - 216 s 1260
36,277 1268 12
38,286 1255 12
38,290 1261 16 1025 + 237 « 1262
38,306 1275 6
38,356 1325 9 1025 516 - 216 « 1325
38,366 1335 12 960 -t- 516 - 2 62 ; 1330





38,627 1398 28 960 +- 516 - 62 - 1392
38,636 1607 3038,663 38 961 *■ 516 - 62 a 1613
38*678 1669 56
"38 685 1656 66 960 + 516 - 1656
38*695 1666 52
38.508 1673 67 961 6 516 s 1675
38,510 1681 18
38*536 1506 U3g 5/2 1513 11 998 + 516 « 1512
38*566 1535 738 569 1560 10 1025 *• 516 ■ 1539
38*638 1609 335*67?, 1669 2 1136 f- 5 U  s 1650
t m m  1? (Coat'd.)
56
Observed 






































1686 3 940 * 961 - 214 « 1687
1835 4
1845 7 940 + 961 - 62 * 1839
1867 14
188$ 16 2 x 940 m 18^0
1894 23
1904 25 940 +- 961 * 1801
1923 20 2 x 961 • 1922
1954 15
1960 15 1025 t 940 a 1965
1967 12
1980 6
1985 9 1025 +- 961 * 1986
2077 7 1136 t 940 » 2076
2090 7
1136 t 961 a 20972096 8
2147 14
2161 11 2 x 962 237 a 2X6l
2180 11
2199 8
2206 7 940 + 961 +* 514 - 214 « 2201
2229 5
2237 4
2286 7 940 -h 961 * 514 - 2 x 62 * 2291
2297 9
940+ 961 f-514 - 62 » 23532355 10
2373 10
2392 10
2414 37 940 +• 961 -f* 514 s 2415
2424 28
514 + 2 X 961 - 24342430 26
2481 10 1025 f- 514 * 940 « 2480
2486 5
2498 5 514 + 961 i~ 1025 a 2500






3085 10 2571 *- 514 a 3085
TABUS V
IBS BI3RATI0I2T ABSORmoB SPECTRUM OP SR0IJ0BEN2BtaS-2-d
57
Qknmct
War* Number Difference Intensity Interpretation
36,350
36,356 677 1 Fundamental
36,416








36,719 314 3 Fundamental
36,741
36,749 , „36.796 277 5 217 +- 61 - 278
36,770 
36,776
36,782 251 1 189 + 61 • 250
36,790
36.796 36,802 
36,80936,816 217 10 difference












36 96536*972 61 55 difference
/ 46 436 994 39 11 Bromohenstena
37*005 37,012 
37,016









































































































































515 - 2 x 217 r 80
235 - 61 ■ 174
Fundamental
515 - 217 s 298
515 - 3 x 61 • 332
515 - 2 61 s 393
515 ~ 61 . 454 
Bronobeny.ene
9TCI " 19 " 4 276
<mi * 19 - £7TT 
I £601 » 19 * Z - £C2 + 276 
6 0C0X * £16 2
X^uaa^ixm^
066 a 19 - HOT
XS*tt08£t?pURJ
X83 58 T9 - 276
028 » 19 x 2 - SV6
766 * £12 - IX Jl
06/, * ££2 4 £l£ 
£ &  * 6TZ - 276
7 9 9  *  1 9  -  LXZ -  2 7 6













8£ noxgs 7001OT £66or 0669 ££661 l£66̂ 2766A iXb66 188
6£ £ i£OX ££8a 87801 ££361 LX2£1 XX8
8 £089 £66£ 98/,£ 69/,£ €96I 15/.6X iz ia Z U





















m , “t£806*i£ 388‘4C 
T88*4£ 998‘i€ 0S8‘U
w s 'ac
& t * U  
















Rusher Difference Intensity Interpretation
38*204
38,210 1177 8 942 +235 » 1177
38*248 
38*364
>S,270 1237 15 942 f 515 - 217 * 1240

















38,48238.488 1458 50 942 + 515 « 1457






-ap c«2 1519 I®
3 ^ 5 5 9  1526 16 10X1 + 515 * 1526
3^584
Vi 594 15bl JJ.^'600 1567 7 1051 + 515 s 1666
38*616








































2092 88 270 + SrS 4 S7TT Z IMZ
I ITS 2
$:;£2 *£!£**• 276 4 ISO! 9 00S2
3972 ® StS ** 276 -a HOT 01 £972
01 6S72
7£72 86 276 + 2671 9 l£72
,6072 * 19 * SIS + 276 4- HOT 9 £072
66£2 •  STS + 276 - 2 12 £6£2£1 69C2
ZiiZ 38 T9 -  SIS + 276 x 2 01 62£2
9222 * IIOI + £121 II
uzz
6X22
8ST2 *  ££2 4 276 4 HOT 2 £3127 7612
7 8912
2*£T2 K 276 4 ST2T 6 7SX2
61X2 s Sl2 x  276 -  2 £ 91X27 IH2
9602 * 19 " 276 ■+ £121 <6 7602
iS02 s 276 + £711 £ £802
2202 ® HOI X z £ £202









2681 * 19 - 276 + IIOI £ £681
7381 « 276 x 2 0£ 0881
SI £631
I 8981
£281 * 19 - 276 * 2 OT 1281
2 9661
£ 8861
V$LX « S£2 4- StS + HOI 2 £961
7 7S6T
S LUX
9£^I * £12 - 276 + HOI 6 cai
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Wave fluaber Difference Intensity Interpretation
(39,840) 2807 7 3 % 942 & 2826
39,924 2891 4 2 x 942 + 1011 « 289539,967 2934 2 1051 f 2 x 942 * 293540,002 2969 540,0X0 2977 0
40,057 3024 3 2566 + 515 - 61 » 3020
40,114 3081 6 2566 t- 515 * 3081
40,122 3089 2
40,304 3271 2
40,309 3276 2 3 x 942 f- 515 - 61 » 3280
40,361 3328 6
40,368 3335 3 3 x 942 + 515 * 33a
40,438 3405 3
40,444 3411 2 2 % 942 + 1011 + 515 a 3410
40,482 3449 2 2 x 942 + 1051 + 515 « 3450
63
nssz n
estimated kssoiajtion asd accuracy of typical
Wav® number
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3100 3.8 113200 5.0
330?: 5.6 1









THE INFRARED SPECffUJH OF UQUID » W »






























































































679 + 181 » 860
skeletal
ki G-H bending V } 
Ax skeletal 
Ai C-H bending
i -y j? u © le iy.i 3*
i;-X skeletal 
skeletal
736 + 999 ss 1765 
315 +1471 3 1789
65
TiBLS VII (Cont'd.)
im n  ( 6 2 ) Fclarigallon Infrared Fre­ %
q u e n c y  in car^ Absorption A s s ig n m e n t.
1 9 4 3 2 0
1 9 6 3 0
2 1 3 5 0
2 2 4 0 2
2 2 6 9 0
2 2 9 3
2 3 3 5 2
2 4 7 7 2 4 7 5 0 999 +1474 * 2473
2495 0 1019 + H 7 4  - 2493
2 5 4 1 0
2 5 6 0
2 5 9 4 0 1019 + 1579 a  2 5 9 8
2 6 1 8 0
2 6 4 7 2
2 7 7 1 0
2 7 9 4 0
2 8 4 0 0
2 8 7 1 0
2882 2 2  £  1 4 4 3  «  2 8 8 6
2 9 1 4 0 1474+1443 » 201?
2944 0 2 x 1474 * 294-
3 0 0 3 3 0 0 4 11 Al fi-H stretcshing
3 0 2 2 3 0 2 5 11 1579 +1443 »  3022
3 0 5 6 3 0 5 7  S 24 1474 +1579 *  3053
3 0 6 5 3066 33 &1 0-H stretching
3 0 7 6  S
2 x 1579 *  31583 1 5 5 0.65 3 1 5 7 0
-<y'WnrJ(l*il|ii »Hi Jr  yi~if ~m'~ii~~ Tr~l  I T* H~ ' * ~ * ---- w*.— »■
TABX& VIII
66
r m  iNFEkhUB of liquid iwmmimE98-4-a
Freqt^ncy in ea*" 1 ?» Absorption t • Assignment
£66 57 skeletal
635 31 bromohenzene
709 67 Bg skeletal
738 62 broaiobenaene
844 85 C-D ' tending
870 42 Bg
950 0
982 58 A- skeletal 
broao' enaene1Q0C 10
1018 75 Ay C-H bending (?)
1054 20 C-H bending
1070 66 skeletal
















1911 31 845 + 1070 r 1915




2288 44 0-k stretching
2324 0
2400 0o2414
2451 0 982 + 1469 « 2451
25^6 0 1070 *- 1469 » 2539




Frequency in cnT-V f. Absorption Agsigrasent
2539 0 1 0 1 8  i- 1572 as 2590
2 6 4 1 2 1070 +* 1572 s 2642
2 7 6 7 0
2S53 2
2 9 3 0 0 2 k 1469 * 293B
2956 0
3 0 1 3 1 3 C-K stretchi ng?
3 0 2 7 1 3 %  >̂F -3tretchi?i4
3 C 52 3 7 1 4 6 9  15?2 s 3043,
3 0 5 9 2 9 C-H (stretching
3 0 7 7 3 6 C-H stretching
3 U 2 0 2 x 1572 » ?144
3 2 3 9 0
3 2 7 2 0
m
TABUS XX
r m  ikfi&pbd sfectrim  of uqot>
Frequency in em~^ % Absorption
659 60 Aj. skeletal
681 53 Bg skeletal
7>8 32 broMob©nE@ne
794 87 C-I) bending
869 24
897 72 B2913 S 27
977 30
987 H
997 69 A.* skeletal
1016 74 At o h  *-lending C CM! bending1062 56
1079 61 A% skeletal C-H ending1095 35
1135 0
1167 26 OK bending
1239 10 OH bending
1283 5
13U 23 315 + 997 * 13X2
1344 0 659 + 681 » 1340
1366 0 2 x 681 • 1362H H 81 skeletal






103,6 +• 681 ® 1697
1792 16 794 +■ 997 r 17912 x 897 » 1794
1887 0
1945 7
2178 0 659 + 1573 « 22322231 0





0 1016 + 145& * 247S
0 1079 * H56 =s 253̂
2569 0 997 -r 1573 s 257025̂ 0 2
2650 0 1079 t  1573 s 265;:
2868 3 1414 + 1456 » 2 '7(
2910 5 2 x 1456 i3 29122976 5 G-U strotafcing
69
TABLE IX (Ccnt'd.)
I r&qaency in cm"3. £ Absorption Assignment
3002 10 C-H stretching
3023 10 1456 + 1573 S* 3029
C-H stretching




THE XSTRfciaD SPSCTOT* OF LIQUID »>»«Er®BKE"*:W
Frequency in e®"^ % Absorption A ssignment
669 52 A- skeletal
663 23 brosnoberusens
721 73 %2 skeletal
73$ 60 broetob£K26ne
767 86 C-D bending
838 0
859 37
900 20 sa943 27
986 61 A*! skeletal
1000 10 bromobennene
1020 S 23 0-H bonding
1028 67 Ai C-H bending ( )
1064 69 k\ skeletal
1106 7 C-H bending








1437 88 8* skeletal
U52 91 A^ skeletal
U90 3 skeletal
1574 84 skeletal
1639 3 669 + 986 • 16551654 5
1801 3 669 + 1028 - 1687
1813 15
1891 3 859 + 1064 » 19231925 151°60 0
2091 0 1028 + 1064 s 2092
2190 0 669 + 1574 st 22432250 0
2277 0
2285 4 0-D stretching
■— 2325 0 986 + H37 r 24232422 0
2514 0 1064 + U52 s 25162552 2
TABLE X (Cont'd.) 
frequency in e»“l % Absorption As'slfnnont
' '> ■ '» '  lW * 1|i w  m  l ^ ■ w in  —— —i i l i n •■■ — i— wh*mmmpmmu \ m  < m i w  »  w m 'i*> *»  i      w> 1 J- <**— ii"***. * iim  ■ ■i."i»mfflp
2577 0
2*33 0 106-4 +- 1574 = 2638
2713 0
2S26 2
2573 0 2 x 3437 a 2*74
2930 7
2967 11 C-H strstehiftr
2994 12 C-H Btreteftljn?»’
3°°5 2 1437 + 1574 a' 3011 V
3°26 13 1452 + 1574 a 3026
3063 50 C-K stretchi tis?3071 S 15





n m z  ii






Q or P-R 
Average , i*1 Absorption  ̂Assignment
672
679 13 679 58 A^ skeletal685
692
730
736 11 736 83 80 skeletal
741 <c
9C3 10 903 26 ®2907
985 4
999 jr..
1003 8 1003 18 A^ skeletal
1007
1020 9 1024 38 Am C-M bending ( )
1029 X
1073 7 1076 70 skeletal1080
(1453) skeletal
1477 7 1480 75 A-* skeletal
1580 75 skeletal
3018
3032 6 3035 18 1453 * 1 $80 a 3033
3038
3078 S




infrared sm sm m of m m m m m M H i  vapor
Frequency F-H Q or P-R #
la caT1 Separation Average Absorption Asslgnaont
667
674 18 674 56 A-» skeletal
685
701
710 17 710 40 B0 skeletal
718 *
736 12 736 14 Broaobemsen©
742
839
845 12 845 * 78 G-D bending
851
931
985 8 935 20 A, skeletal
989
1019 8 1023 70 ki C-H bending (r )
10871052 3
1C72
1076 7 1076 73 Ax skeletal
1079
1094 9 1C98 12 C-H bending
1103
1150 3
1232 31395 47 Bi skeletal
I479 88 iu skeletal1579 87 skeletal
2260 7 2264 9
2267
2293 7 2297 19 C-B stretching
2300
2970 • 1579 + 1395 r 2974
29903017 11 3022 12 Bx C-H stretching
3029
3057 1479 + 1579 • 3058
3C70 S 
3078 S




s P E c m u a  or v a p o r
P-R
Separation
Q or P-R 
Average Absorption Assignment
646660667



























































O B  bending
B2
skeletal 







































t m m  iJ9 
spscTRtm or ?ira
P-R Q or P-R %Separation Average Absorption Assignment
10 673 57 Ax skeletal
21 724 60 B2 skeletal
736 8 BroBiobensene







8 990 27 Aj skeletal
7 1031 8 &i C-R bending (?)
8 1068 6$ Aj skeletal
7 1128 28 C-H bending
8 1264 13 C-H banding
1458 92 Ax skeletal (V)
I58C 80 Bx skeletal
(2292) 0 C-D stretching
12 (1437) + 1580 * 3017
7 3035 12 K58 + 1510 s 3038
3077 82 C-H stretching
Foldout
DISCUSSIOH OF RESULTS
The Electronic Spectra of the Rromobemzenes
^eQr»tlcal. Spcmmr (92) has shown that the symmetry of the electronic 
structure and the general appearance of the spectra of the substituted 
feenseaee can be predicted by asking the assumption that the levels* be­
tween which the corresponding electronic transitions take place in sub­
stituted benzenes, can be identified with the levels into which the 
benzene levels go upon transformation of symmetry into the symmetry 
under consid ©ration.
Upon substitution of a bromine atom* the symmetry of benzene 
goes over to Cg* symmetry* This symmetry class has an axis of symmetry, 
the s axis* passing through the C-Br bend; a plane of symmetry* the 
xz plane, which Is the plane of the molecule; ami another plane of 
symmetry, the yz plane, which is perpendicular to the plane of the mole­
cule* The loser electronic state, as in benzene, is totally symmetri­
cal and is designated by the symbol A^* The u per state for benzene, 
which is designated as is symmetrical with respect tocnly one 
symmetry element which is common to both bensene and bporoobnnssen©» that 
is, the plane of the molecule* Thus it corresponds to the symmetry 
in bresobenzene* fn this basis, the electronic transition for brono- 
benzene will be A^— an allowed transition for eynrsetry* The 
transition moment, My, ie perpendicular to the OBr bond and is in the 
plane of the molecule* The x and z components of the transition moment 
are not allowed in the vibration!®ss transition* They can occur only 




S m  ETRT TOTES FOR P0IST GROUP
X <*(*) Y («*)
*1 1 1 1 X ?8*2 1 1 -1 R,«1 1 •1 X X®2 1 -1 -1 -1 Ty»
Dlraot Products for Point Group Cgy
*i *2 »1 ®2*2 ®1 §2*4X*x ®2 Bg:a2AX Ags*xAl802
m
Since the direct product AjB-jS, * *lBlAl «ontsilns ®i «nd A j B ^  « AxBjBg 
contains A*>, excitation of end A2 vibrations raay give rise to for* 
bidden transitions, the Intensity of such transitions is ordinarily 
very anil.
According to the Frsnek-Condon principle, the allowed electronic 
UtmeiUofi should have the totally symmetrical vibrations superimposed 
upon it. The most prominent ones should be those involving the bonds of 
the ring carbons since the electrons of these bonds are the ones pri­
marily involved in the electronic transition* Appearance of the first, 
third, etc, overtones of the non-totally symmetrical frequencies is also 
possible since their symmetry is also totally symmetrical.
The near ultra-violet absorption for benzene 1© brought about by 
the excitation of the frequency of Sg symmetry at 606 eaT1. This 
qaeacy is doubly degenerate in bensene and splits into an Ay and a 8^ 
freqnenoy upon transfontatlon to symmetry. Wittek (100) has ob­
served a polarised lias at 315 em"^ and a depolarised line at 611 em~^ 
in the Bases vhich may be the resultant. As has been previously stated, 
the excitation of a vibration of symmetry can cause otherwise for­
bidden transitions to occur. Because of the similarity of bro&ohensene 
and bensese, the mechanism wMch causes the benzene spectrum to appear 
might still be expected to be important. Wellman (101} has observed 
that mhile this mechanism is relatively unimportant in flnorobemaene, 
it provides a series of rather Intense lines In ehlorobenzone • He attri­
butes this to the greater perturbation of th© ring by the fluorine atom. 
It would be expected that this mechanism would be important in the 
brosobemsene spectrum and provide a strong 0-1 transition with the
81
vlbntlonl stnstun of th* allowed transition suf>eria.«ttod upon it* 
JQ& Vibrationlesc Transition* Since the near ultra-violet absorption
i' 'ioend of brcmohense&s arises fro® an allowed transition the 1 Strongest
\ 'A \ \
bead in the resulting system should be the vibratl nless ts^Wltion,
This say be checked by ©oaparlng the Kansn frequencies with \th© dif- 
fcreacs frequencies appearing cm the red side of this band# 1 \
Eacaa Oltra-violet [a
Tlttck (100) this research ; \




This a g w u M B t  sees* to be sufficiently good to fix the strongest ab- \
sorptloa band as the vibrationless transition* If f in the dents rated a 
broaobeazenes, the strongest lines corresponds to the wibrationless tr&nsi- 
ticss then they are as follows*




The shift in the vibrationleaa transitions upon leotopic substitution
has been diseussed previously* It is due to the change in the zero 
point energy is sack electronic level* The frequency of the observed 
0-0 band is given *7
■y * a  Ve - ±  I? V. + ±  £  -|£* -
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where * *V * is the frequency observed# " * 'V& 9 is the frequency dif­
ference between the two potential surfaces, th© first stssmtiou is the 
warn of all the vibratinal frequencies In the ground state and th® second 
is the sue of all the vibrations! frequencies in the excited state*
TSjss Structure of Bands* ill the bends observed in brotsober.zene and 
the dealers ted bromobenzenes were double-headed with & separation of 
about 7 ea*^. In the 0-0 band, and the bands involving? the totally sym- 
netrloal vibrations only, the higher frequency head was the stronger*
In Bost bands involving the 519 ca~^ non-totally symmetric frequency 
the lower frequency heed was the stronger. A similar phenomoien was ob­
served by Spoaer aid co-workers (r l) in their analysis of the benzene 
spectrua. They attributed the separation (6 cm"^) to rotational ef­
fect and decided that they represented B and C branches of the rota­
tional band envelope* They decided that the U branch was the high fre­
quency bead because of th© degradation toward the red ami estimated a 
3 per cent increase In the C-C bond distance in the upper state*
Sponer and Bollaann (93) observed a similar effect In chlorobenzene* 
Here the two bands beads were separated by only 3 esi~̂ * They suggested 
that this also was due to a rotational phenomena. They also observed, 
in sons bands, a third weaker head with a frequency & cm lower.
A nuaber of beads exhibiting P, Q and R branches with P-R separa­
tions of around 16 c»“* as well as soa© double headed bands with a 
separation of about 7 caT* were observed in the infrared spectrae of 
brcstobeneene vapor* Thue, the double heads of the bromobenzone ultra­
violet bands sight well be due to rotational phenomena*
S3
Xa bremobenseng a second effect mat also be considered* Ordinary 
bromine is made up ©f almost equal parts of two isotope a of masses 79 
attd PI* It is possible that these isotopes might cause sufficient dif­
ferences in the sero point energies to account for this 7 enT̂ * differ 
cnee between the two heads* The lari;® variation in th© intensities of 
the heads weakens this argument* While, In the vibratiunless transition 
the heads are almost equal in intensity, the high frequency head is 
■sail stronger in many bands*
The Fundamental Vibrational Frequencies. On the red side of the vibra- 
tionless transition a number of bands appear* These are transitions 
from an excited vibrational level in the electronic ground state to the 
vibrational gromd level in the excited electronic state* Kesultant 
bands should cot be particularly strong and should be weaker the lower 
their frequency because of Beltsaam factors* On the high frequency side 
of the vibrmtiemless transition there appear a number of hands which 
arise from 0-1 transitions, that is, transitions from the vibrational 
ground level in the electronic ground state to an excited vibrational 
level in the excited electronic state* These bands are not weakened 
by Soltssamfactors and are much more intense*
C^Ttm presence of difference, overtone, and combination frequencies 
amkas the identification of fundamentals difficult* The following 
list includes the bands which could not be accounted for s overtone 










































































lecftrdiag to the Franck-Condon principle, the totally symmetrical 
vibrations should appear strongly In th# upper electronic levels. In 
tho bromobenzene spectrum there are throe relatively strong lines ap­
pearing at about 1000 cm*1 from the 0-0 ban&. Wittek (100) M s  ob­
served three polarised Kama lines at 1C 1, 1020 and 1072 enf1. Three 
strong lines are observed la the infrared spectrum that are not greatly 
affected either as to intensity or position by deuterium substitution 
and thus mist be vibrations distorting primarily the carbon-carbon 
bonds* Thus It seems reasonable to assign these three frequencies to 
the corresponding ones found in the excited state*
Id brcmobensene-2-d only two strong lines are observed in the 1000
an"1 region* These are 942 and 1011 cm \  The latter is very similar
•1 ■—in appearance to the 1019 ca line In bromobensene and probably arises
free a slnilar vibration* The 942 cm"* band is very broad and diffuse* 
Its fine structure la not readily distinguishable as in th® other com­
pounds* This cay be due to the overlapping of two bnnds.
In bromobensene-3-d strong bands a m  observed t 940, 961, 998 
and 1025 cm**. The first two are very similar in appearance to the 
931 and 962 em~* bands in bromobensene* The latter two look like the 
1019 «ri bend in brcoobenzene although they are so&ewMt weaker* The 
1025 ctt*"! band may be explained as the first overtone of the ctrcmg 
band observed at 514 cm*** A very similar situation has Men observed 
1a the spectrum of ehlorobenzene (93)* Here, similar bands were ob­
served at 1043 and 1066 esT*-* Ho e also, th© 1043 cnT^ band »ny be 
explained as 2 x 521 within th© experimental error, but the intensity 
of that band was somewhat high* It was suggested that there was an
m
accidwtal degeneracy between the 2 x 521 and th® fiequeney giving 
the hand at 1066 csT^ resulting in a gain in intensity for the 0*2 
transition* These observations seem to be justified since two comparable 
beads ere not observed in the bro&ohenssne ®pectr-<i2i. This makes it Im- 
probable that both sire fundanent&Is*
la broaobeaeeae*4"d the spectrum 1 n this region is somewhat com­
plicated* A strong band is observ'd at 927 csT^ which appears to be 
overlapped by a band with its head at 912 cm”*1. No explanations are 
offered for this phenomenon* Another strong bond appear®, at '.;60 cbT*-, 
which le very similar to the 962 aeT^ band in hromoben zone * An in­
tense band appears at 1016 oaf* which is similar in appearance to the 
1025 csT^ baod in brooobenxene* A band, similar in appearance, but much 
seeker, appears at 1043 esT^* If the much stronger high frequency 
heed at 1040 csT^ is used this band say be accounted for as the first 
ewertcme of the strong band at 518 car*.
The Eg line at 606 en~^ in the bensane spectrum which brings its 
ultra-violet spec t run Into appearanee should split into two frequencies, 
eae of Aj syanetry and one of symmetry, upon transformtlon of the 
symmetry into C^v* The K&nsn lines at 315 and 611 csa~̂  seem log!” 
eal choices for the coapon nts of this split,ting* As has been previously 
stated, the excitation of vibrations of Bj syimaetry can bring otherwise 
forbidden transitions into appearance. This mechanic should still b© 
important in -rcobenzene• Thus th© 611 cm”  ̂frequency, which is de 
polarized In the Eanaa spectrura, should appear strongly n both th© ground 
and excited state.
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A very prominent band is observed at 619 caT̂ * in broinobenzeiie, 
end at 515, 514, and 518 in the 2-, 3-, and 4~d compounds respectively* 
This is believed to be due to a 0-1 transition to tho level in the ex- 
sited state corresponding to the 611 om*^ frequency in the ground state. 
It has a very different ap earano® fro® the totally syaaatrical bands 
found in the region 1000 c s f above the 0-0 transition.
The other component of the E^606 en“^ benzene frequency is to­
tally Bjmotrie end its appearance is expected in the ground and ex­
cited state for the redeems previously given. A band which occurs at 
315 esT^ on the lev frequency side of the (-0 band and at 241 cat“^ on 
the high frequency side has the sum general structure »$ the bands 
la the 1000 swT* region. Very similar bands are found e.t about these 
values la the spectra of all the deuterated compounds.
Spoiler and £ollaann, in their study of chlorobensmse, have ob­
served bands at 706 ee"* to the red of the 0*0 bands and 670 en“"l i,o 
the violet of the 0-0 band which they attribute to the totally sym­
metric 5-C1 stretching frequency. The 1-0 transition is i-wlatively 
intense while the 0-1 transition is weak. They explain this in the 
following wanner* The elements of the electronic matrix maj defend on 
the coordinates of the vibration. Then
M . +  +
If t ^  represent the w ti functions in the 1-0 transition
' it," those in the 0-1 transition then first two terns for the pi ' ^
1-0 traneition to
m
r  +  /f t '
mud for the Cvi transition
/  % "  <f>,' M .  J f  *  f % "  M , $
Xb the first oa so (1-0), the two tene h^ve the same sign and reinforce 
one another* In the second case (0-1), the two terms fei v© opposite 
tigss and tend to cancel*
*— Sailers tain (95)# in his atudy of f luoroben^ne 5 observed that the 
CHf stretching frequency in the excited state was relatively intense 
mod explained this on the basis that the constant ten® (Mg) was such 
larger duo to the greater perturbation of the ring by th® fluorine atom 
and thus the canceling effect was much less*
In ferombbenBene, this effect would bo expected to bs amch greater* 
lines are observed in the spectrum of each compound at about 670 
to the red of the 0*0 band* Wittek has observed this line in the feman 
spectral and found it to be depolarised* He associated It with the 
706 cas”X Hue in the spectrum of chlorobenaece* If this la the C-Br 
frequency it should occur at about 600 c*a"X ±n th-- excited ntnto* In 
each compound there is found, In this regien, & very hand, which
cannot be r, cccunted for as a oosibinatlon, which could be th© C-Br stretch 
log frequency in the excited state* The low inter eity of this band would 
be expected from the arguments of 3porter and tollman (93) and \;.-;l.?.erstein
(95).
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A band is observed at 1148 cm“^ in broiaobensene and at 1145, XX36 
and 1145 cm“^ in the 2-, 3-, and 4-d compounds respectively. In two 
°^SS8 they may possibly accounted for as combinations, but their in­
tensity is too great to be certain of this Interpretation. A probable 
Interpretation is that they correspond to the Ic^sr of the three 
ring-stretching frequencies. It would be expected to be at about 
1300 cm”1 In the ground state. As yet, this frequency has not been 
identified in either the Hamas or infrared spectrum.
each compound, e moderately intense band was observed at about 
3080 cm** ©n the high frequency side of the &-0 band which h=s the 
general appearance of the 519 enT*̂  band. A similar phenomenon was ob­
served in the spectrum of chlorobensene (93) and bern^ne (*£•). This 
band la assigned as a combination of the 519 ©sf^ band and a totally 
symmetric hydrogen stretching frequency in the excited state*
JQ£ difference Frequencies. On the low frequency side of the (VO band 
there occur a number of bands whose frequencies differ little from the 
0—0 band. 8any of the stronger bands on the high frequency side of the 
0-0 band are meeoepanled by weaker bands displaced tm%r& lower fre­
quencies by the same amount.
According to the Franck-Condon principle, the potential surfaces for 
non-to tally symmetrical vibrations will have ‘their minim directly bove 
cue another. This implies that 0-0, 1-1, . . • v-v transitions will be 
relatively intense for these vibrations umless they are weakened by 









61 53 62 61
94 91 94 96
124 121 125 124
U 4 152 H O 138
188 186 134 139
224 222 214 222
fkm difference frequency of about 60 cssf X Is very intense in the 
spectre of all four compounds* It ®ur>t be due to a 1*1 transition 
of a fairly low frequency* The lowest found in the Fssaem spectra® 
of broaobensone is 181 c®~X which is eery strong and depolarised*
The frequency If" ce~X tow rd the red is close enough to the 
131 ca~X line observed in the K* »an spec tram of bro®obeu»ene to consider 
the possibility of its being due to a 1-0 transition. It is of rela­
tively lev intensity, which would be expected for a non-totally sym­
metrical vibration, but it is believed to be of symmetry* As has 
been stated previously, unsymsetrlcal vibrations of el&s?*- A2 and 
may result in forbidden transitions but vibrations of Bg symmetry do not* 
Another possibility is tbst this frequency is due to th® 3-3 
transition of the same frequeue which give© riee to the 60 ea?"*̂  dif­
ference frequency* Differences in enharmonic* ty In the ground = -.M ex­
cited states m y  account for I %  being above the expected va’ue of 
133 c T h e  interna; ty relationships are ..bout right for this inter­
pretation*
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The difference frequency of 124, <»"* n&^ht be dm to a 2-2 transi-
ticn of the sane vibration whose 1-1 transition results in a dif ©pence 
of 61 e»~l*
94, 144 and 224 frequencies probably arise fro* 1-1 transi­
tions*
Ob the lew frequency shoulder of the 0-0 bend and on most of the 
strong beads there is found a weaker fine structure* The displacement 
txcm the high frequency head for the components of this structure ares
Browo- Brcro- Bromo Bromobenaen* beniene-4-d benzene-3-d 1<bKi
U 15 16 13
20 21 21 18




These frequencies eight also be associated with 1-1 transitions of 
aea totally syw-etrical vibrations* Their relatively low intensities 
Indicate fairly high transition frequencies* A det©r?3ination of th® 
dependency of the intensities of these bands on temperature will be 
necessary in order to establish their origin*
The Infrared Spectra of the Broaicbenzenes
yfreo;retlcal« Bromohensene should have, together with most monosubcstituted 
benzenes, ^2V symmetry* That is, a s ane of symmetry which is th© plane 
of the noleenl®, an axis of syHmetry passing through the C-Br bond, and a
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plane of symmetry perpendicular to th© moleeul&r plane* Vibrations of 
*bar different symmetry types are possibles the totally symmetric vi­
brations (desipmted os type A^), th© vibrations symmetrical only with 
respect to th© plane of th© molecule (designated as type B^), the vl~ 
brstlcms symmetrical only with respect to the axis of symmetry (des&g- 
nrted as type Ag), and tiro type symmetrical only with respect to th© 
piste of symmetry perpendicular to th© molecular lam (designated as 
typ© Bg)* Of these vibrational sym ©try types, only th© A^, and 
frequencies will be active in the infrared spectrum while all four 
• A H  be active in the Raman*
lb© number of vibrational degrees of freedom are 3n - 6* Since 
bgomcbeaseae is made up of twelve atoms the number of vibrational de­
grees of freedom will be thirty* C2vtyp© molecules theoretically have 
no degenerate vibrations but may have accidental degeneracies* Of 
these thirty possible vibrations, eleven will belong to symmetry 
tyi* ten to type three to type A^ and six to type Bg. Because 
of the large difference between th© masses of hydrogen an* carbon atoms 
asd the resulting rather large differences In tfeeir vibrational fre- 
(gametes, the vibrations may be further divided Into sets in which each 
C—B group moves as a unit and sets In which the H atoms move Independently* 
Tfams, the A1 vibrations consist of three due primarily to sir©tolling th© 
C-H bond, two due primarily to "endfng of th© C-H bond, and six due 
primarily to th® G-H groups moving as a unit* The B\ vibrations may 
be divided into two C-H stretching vibrations, thr<?© C-H ending vibra­
tions, an^ five vibration** In which the C-H group® move as a unit* Our 
invostlr^tions have shown that the out-of-plane vibrations cannot be
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separated in tlw above manner beetase of the cloe® coupling between th© 
ring and C*8 Tibrstions,
Substitution of deuterium for a hydrogen results In th© *small 
isotope effect* for the carbon frequencies* Thee© frequencies would 
be expected to shift slightly or not at all, depending on the relative 
magnitude of the motion of the C-D group*
Deuterium substitution should have cere radical effects on the by* 
drogen frequencies* Due to the relatively large mas difference be* 
tween hydrogen end deuterium, the deuterium bending end stretching fre­
quencies appear Independently* In the e^se of bromohensene-4-d, where 
the ay wastry Is not destroyed, this will net affect the 3^ hydrogen 
stretching frequencies or the Aj hydrogen bending frequencies bat will 
redaee by one the number of both carhon-hydrogen stretching and 
c&ibon-hydrogen bending frequencies* Th© reclining hydrogen 
froquencie may have radically different vibrational forms and a 
greatly different intensity* In the case of brcmohemene-2-d and 3-d, 
where the symmetry is ©stroyed, there remits four hydrogen stretching 
frequencies and four hydrogen bending frequencies which are symmetric 
only with respect to the plane of the molecule*
As stated previously, the carbon and hydrogen frequencies do not 
appear to be uncoupled in the out-of-plane vibrations, nor does an 
out-of-plane deuterium bending frequency appear* At least non© have 
been observed In th* study of raonodeuteratsd bensen© (18). Thus th© ef­
fect of deuterium substitution would b© expected to vary widely depend­
ing on whether or not the vibration was on© In which the hydrogen con­
tributed greatly to the kinetic energy of th© vibration.
%
fiwutarluw Stratch'ng Frequencies. The deuterium stretching fre­
quency of benzene-d^ Is 2269 ea*^ (IB)* Th© follows nr r©cmenel©e have
The ag i w aat between the two stronger lines In the liquid spectra of 
broBobearotte-3-d end i**d and the two bands observed In the spectra of 
their vapor la well within the expected Units* The band designated n&
ell nma and its existence is uncertain*
The absence of a strong hand In the spectrum of the 2-d l&omsr in 
this region is of particular interest* This indicates that either 
there is no separate C-D vibration or that th© vibration does not re­
sult in a change of the dipole moment* It 1® difficult to me how th©
latter could be true*
It i» rather difficult at th© present to say just which of those
lines is due to the 0—D stretching vibration* If the stronger line Is
been observed in that region In the infrared spectra of the bromobenz ~na s s
Vapor





















2292 an"l in the spectrun of bromobenzene-2-d vapor did not appear in
ehoMB in each case (2285, 2262 and 2285 in th© spectra of 11- 
quid 2-, 3- and 4-d cosapounds respectively) somewhat higher fore© con­
stants are implied for the C-B bonds In the ortho and para positions 
with respect to benzene while th© force constant in th* met© position 
apparently resales unchanged* This should result In a somewhat higher 
vales of the C-H stretching frequencies in the 3000 region* An 
Increase la observed, bat it is not of the order of magnitude expected*
In each compound there are two relatively strong hands separated 
by ©boat 25 caT*-. This would inply that th® fundamentals are in Fersi 
resonance with some combination frequency* For this to occur it is 
necessary that a combination frequency fall between the two; however, 
mo appropriate combinations h ve been discovered using the fund&iaontal 
frequencies available at this time*
The Deuterium Beading Freouenclea* In the spectra of the three deu- 
terated isomers, strong bands are observed in th© vicinity of 800 ©«T^ 
which do net have any counterpart in the spectrum of ordinary bromo- 
feensene* These frequencies arei
Bromobeniene-2-d Br©aobenB©ne-3-d 8r oaohe ns© ne- 4-d 
Vapor 766(71) 795(81) 845(77)
liquid 767(86) 794(87) 844(55}
These are the only fairly strong lines observed in the region of the 
a ©uteri sal bending frequency of b©nzene~d^ (85? cwT^) and in the vapor 
spectra all have th® ©sate band shape and about the same P-R separation*
^ They c&nnet be attributed to any bends appearing in th® apectruss of 
bro3*dben»ene* It is postulated that they are th© deuterium bending fre­
quencies*
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If this assignment is correct, the deuterium beading frequencies 
is the 2-d and 3-d compounds are much lower than the os© in the 4~& 
compound, which is approxisiately the seme as that observed for ben- 
sene-di# This phencieenon may possibly he explained in the following 
manner. The overall effect of bromine upon the benssere ring 1® to 
reduce the negative charges at each of th® cartoon atone, particularly 
at the neta position. This wool?* result in decreasing all cartoon 
hydrogen force constants* On this basis, the deuterium bending fre­
quencies should be lower than the on® observed for b©n2©a®-d^. Further­
more, If there exists a strong interaction between the bromine atom 
and the ortho hydroen the potential energy of this vibration should be 
lowered. This would result in a large decrease In the deuterium bend­
ing frequency at the ortho position with a somewhat leseer decrease 
at the neta position.
Final confirmation cannot be obtained until such time m  a com­
plete potential function for brometoenzene may be calculated.
The Hydrogen Stretching Frequencies,. There should be three and two 
frequencies In the spectrum of bromobenzen© in th© region of 3000 am 
Strong bends are observed in the vapor at 3083 crT* and In th© liquid 
at 3066 e*~*. In each case shoulders are observed on both sides of these 
bands. The intensity of this hand is much too great to bo accounted 
for as a combination; it must be a funriaiaental. If It corresponds to 
the polarised line at 3068 em“^ observed In th© II awn spectrum, it is 
of symmetry type Ax*
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k rather weak line la observed in th® infrared ©pectruss of liquid 
bremobensene at 3004 e»~*v A line of moderate intensity idth a de­
polarisation factor of 0*65 ha© boon observed in the Hcoson at 3004. cm"^* 
Sine© thi© frequency cannot be satisfactorily explained es an overtone 
cr eoabinatioa it is probably a fundamental* The depolarisation factor 
is high enough to suggest that the synrsetry type m y  be By. If that 
•ere the ease this sane frequency should be found with the same intsn- 
eity in the spec true of bromobensens-4-d* t?o such frequency is ob- 
jwsri. It wust then be censed by a vibration with ©y®?*®tiy.
Strong lines are observed in the spectra of liquid bro^obenaene-2-d 
mat X  at 9063 emT1. Each band has a faint shoulder at bout 3071 csT^* 
la the speetrua of browebeaeeae-2-d vapor a band with a broad v flat 
elniaaa 1# fcund at an average value of 3077 cbT** It has a shoulder 
at 3009 eeT*. In the 3-d eoapound a strong band is observed at 
3070 «*T* with a prtwiBent ©boulder at 3075 cb*"̂ and a sosewhat less 
pradweat erne at 3090 esf** The two strong bands are probably hydro- 
gtt stretching fandasentale*
Three ether fairly week lines are found in the 2-d and 3-d isomer a 
which cannot readily be accounted for as overtone or combination band©* 
They axes
3ro»obensene-2-d Bronobansene- 3 -d
2967 2 9 7 6
2994 30(32
3 0 2 6  3 0 2 3
These bands# although weak# are stronger than th© other cosh?nation 
frequencies found In thi® region* They have tenfetivoly been assigned
m
as hydrogen stretching fundamentals. If thi© assignment Is correct 
all the hydrogen strdtehli^ frequencies in for©mGfe®nz©ne~2~d and >-4 
bars been accounted for.
Tbs appearance of th© 3000 cm**1 region differs greatly In th© 
bromobensene-A-d spectrum. In the liquid spectrum there are two rela­
tively weak band© et 3013 end 3027 cts"** and three stronger ones at 
3052* 3059 and 3077 car*. Two broad* weak hands are found at approxi­
mately 2970 and 2990 «a~* in the vapor spectrum. A relatively weak 
band with two minima is found et 3022 cmT*. A minimus Is found on th© 
site oa another si >057 A strong band Is found at 30fU oaf*
which has two poorly defined shoulders at 3071 and 3078 esT*. Another 
strong winimaa is found at 3097 cm"**.
It la sot possible to account for the frequency at 3052 cm"* in the 
liquid sad 3057 eaT* in th© vapor as qoafoinatione of the saiao two 
strong frequencies. likewise, the 2970 oa"* band In the vapor may be 
a sesfelsatica (see Tables Till and XII). This leaves two strong bands 
Is both the vapor and liquid spectra which my  be f undamn tela. There 
alas remain two weak bands is the liquid and one in th© vapor which 
be aeesoBtad for as combinations or overtoms# The 3027 esf * 
bead la tbs liquid and the corresponding one in the vapor are very
to the oa© observed at 3025 esT* ±n the bromobensen© spectrum. 
Although the possibility that the latter m y  be a combination h;<s pre­
viously bees considered It might well be a fundamental; since it under­
goes little if aay change la bromobenxene-A-d, it might be of B^ syn- 
aetry. The 30X3 carl band found in the liquid spectrum of th© A-d 
eonpoumel may else be a fundamental but of undetermined sy&netry type.
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H)§ SsSS^SB FrecpenjOi^s* There should '■ e five hydrogen band—
frsquen.des for hroBaobeiison© end .four for each of the deuterium iso- 
aers* The frequencies should bo unchanged on substitution in the 
para position both as to position and intensity* They are two in number* 
There are only two possible normal vibratl nal forms for the two 
A^ frequencies* They ae*
Form I should not appear strongly in the infrared spectrum since such a
vibration cannot cause any great change in the dipole moment * however
it nay appear In the R&nan spectral* Form IX should appear rather
strongly in the infrared spectrum since It obviously does cause a 
 -
change in the dipole moment* In bensene-d^, 1176 and 1031 respectively 
have been the frequencies assigned to these vibrations (IS)* The 
former le active strongly in the Hasan while tl*e latter is intense only 
in the infrared spectrum* Judging from the low values of the deuterium 
bending frequencies in the 2-d and 3-d isomers these frequencies should 
fell bout 100 esT1 lower In the spectrum of bromohensene* On this 
basis it is postulated that the strong polarised line observed at 
1072 enT^ in the Raman is a hydrogen bending frequency aseocia ed 
with for* 1* However this hypothesis is not successful in assigning 
the A^ frequency which chon d appear strongly in th© infrared* There 
are three strong bands in this region but they a m  somewhat hieh and
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further, ha** been given another alignment fop imsons which will b© 
diseased later* Thai* is a moderately strong band at 902 csT1 in 
th* hreuebenaeB© spectrum which does not appear in the spectrum of 
tha W  Is o m t *
Deuterium substitution should caure radical changes in the Bj hy­
drogen vibrations in the 4-d Isomer and is all the hydrogen beading 
vibrations in th© other taro isoiaars. Several lines ?rhicb carrot be 
readily connected with combinations or whoa© intensity is to© great 
to be accounted for is that way ares
Broaohensene-2-d Bromohensene-3-d Brosobensene-4-d
liquid vapor liquid vapor liquid vapor
1020 1079 1079 1054
1106 1103 1095 1097 1098 1103
1126 1129 1167 1112
1266 1264 1239 1230 7
Zt should be noted that for the 2-d and 3-d isomers these frequencies 
ere of the correct number and of the correct order of magnitude* Also, 
In general, the 3-d frequencies are higher than th© 2-d values which 
is as it would be expected fro© consideration of th© deuterium bending 
frequencies * Th© 1112 ca*^ frequency listed under bromobeti2®ne-4-d 
is probably extraneous* There is, unfortunately, no really conclusive 
evidence for asking these assignments. It is suggested that the spectra 
of the various isomers of tetra-deuterobroiaobensen® would be helpful 
in this natter*
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Use Careen Frequencies. As has been previously stated, there 
should be six frequencies arising from vibrations in which the G-H 
groups more as units* 4 tentative assignment of these frequencies 













673 0.12 678*' 666** 659 669**
1001
0*05
999 982 997 986
1020 ? 1019 1018 1016 1020
1071 0*15 1069 1070 1079 1064
U77 0*50 14.74 1469
Vapor
1456 1452









1003 985 1002 990
1025 ? 1023 1020 (1035)
1077 1076 1079 106?
1481 1475 1465 1458
* Taken fro® the ultra-violet data.
* * Very broad* Exact ̂ alias not certain*
{ ) Sot well resolved*
In all eases, except for the 1069 era™1 frequency, tho observed, 
shifts axe is qualitative agreement with the normal forms calculi*tod. for
the A^ carbon frequencies of toluene by Smith and Choppin (33).
Qae peculiarity which should he noted le the very small shifts ob­
served in the 1019 and 1069 csT*- band®. Judging from shifts observed 
la other bands they should be much greater. Such a phenomena should 
depend on the amount of coupling between carbon and hydrogen vibratl ne* 
It Is possible that the substitution of a deuterium may change the vi­
brational font 1b s eh a way as to cause no shift in frequency or even 
false it.
Another possibility is that these two frequencies arise from hydro­
gen beading vibrations rather than from carbon vibrations. There is, 
ftor example, a frequency at 1037 cm*** is benzene which has been Identi­
fied as a hydrogen bending frequency. Likewise, in the case of ben- 
s a wd^ a frequency at 1031 caT* has been assigned as an A^ hydrogen 
bending frequency, while one at 1076 cm"* has been Assigned as a 
frequency of the sane kind. Since the deuterium vibrations a: pear to 
be uncoupled from the hydrogen vibrations in bensene-d^ It is possible 
that these frequencies would undergo no great change in the mono-substi­
tuted benzenes, and frequencies are observed at about 1000 and 1020 
for a large number of monosubstituted hanssones. However, only 3 is bre.eo- 
benvene and iodobensene are frequencies observed In the vicinity of 1070
It nust be noted that these frequencies appear in both ordinaiy 
brosobenzene and the three deliberated isomers with no great change in 
intensity or band structure. Tie would hardly be expected if these 
were hydrogen frequencies. Deuterium substitution in the para position 
should have no effect on an hydrogen bending frequency, but substi­
tution in the ortho or neta. position should* 01 nee the deuterium
frequency would be expected to be uncoupled frost the other hydrogen 
bending vibrations the formally A^ type vibrations would be expected 
to have greatly different vibrational forms and probably dif ferent la™
tensities and frequencies* This should be true for all 8 type hydro-
3-
gen bending vibrations in th© three isomers*
Also to be consideredv Is th© fact th - t there are three strong 
absorption band; about 100C cbT1 from the 0-G band in th© ultra-violet 
spectra* As has been previously discussed, only carbon vibrations 
mild be expected to have appreciable intensities in the ultra-violet 
absorption spectra since the electronic transition involves only th© 
pi electrons in the C-C bonds* From consideration of the ultra-violet 
absorption spectrum of benzene, which has been studied intensively, 
it oss—  CBilikely that there should be any decrease greater than 
50-40 «T* in these fundamentals in the excited state* Thus there should 
be three A^ carbon frequencies below 1200 esT1 in the 1000 euT*** region* 
Because of these considerations these bands have been assigned 
as vibrations of the carbon skeleton*
The 2l Carbon Frequencies* Three frequencies have been observed which 
arc believed to belong to symmetry type and to be primarily carbon 
vibrations* They are:
Bantu Depolar- Bromo- Bmao- Brosio- Bro/ao-





* Obtained fro® ultra-violet data*
{ 5 Exact frequency not certain* Bsnd obscured by w - i t??r vapor ab—
sorption*
There should be a total of five of these frequencies* One of thee, 
however, has been calculated to be at 325 ©sT1 in toluene (33) end 
aheuld be even lover is brraaobensene* This is beyond the range of the 
instronsnt used in this investigation* This frequency is very likely 
the line observed in the E&naa at 255 ceT^ with a depolarisation factor 
of 0*65 (100)* that it is r*ot observed in the ultra-violet is not sur­
prising as already has been pointed out*
Another fre uency should occur in the reglm above 1000 ©sT-^ 
This frequency, if observed, has a lev intensity* There are no Xises 
in this region which this a&aign&eni will satisfactorily explain*
The Bg Frequencies* There are five of these frequencies, but si- least 
two of them are below the range of the instrusent used* Two h v^ been 










Brew©- Sromo- Broaio- Bromo”
ben*eae ben*en©-£-d hensgene-3-d b©nsr©ne-2~d
liquid
736 709 681 721
902 870 897 900
Vapor
736 710 685 724,
903 898 900
The 736 ob~* frequency in broaohonsens has been observed 5n the Basaan 
and is depolarised* In tfee vapor spectra it, and th© corresponding fre­
quencies la the deuterated compounds, exhibit bands with strong central 
— xiaa which is characteristic of type 0 bands* Ho polarization data 
is available for the higher frequency but it exhibits a strong central 
madmt in the vapor state although not so prominently as the 736 csT*
FOR PtJTOBS WORK
Complete analysis of th© spectra of these compounds and assign­
ment of th© various frequencies will sot be possible until the teimm. 
spectra end polar! Ration data are available* These should be determined* 
The spectra of bromobensene-d^, ms veil as the teo other deutero- 
brombbeneeties with C2v symmetry, should prove of great value in the 
identification of the hydrogen bending frequencies of this compound, 
they should be Investigated for this reason and also for use in 
evaluating the potential function of hromebensene.
It should be of Interest to determine the spectra of the mono- 
dsvxterated 1 comers of the other h&lobonzenes, In order to observe any 
shift* la the deuterium bending frequencies. The shift of the ortho 
deuterium bending frequency should be of particular Interest In going 
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